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ABSTRACT

Humans can distinguish at least five different taste qualities, sour, salty, bitter, sweet, and umami (the savory taste of certain amino acids). In neuroscience research, behavioral testing is used to measure the ability of rodents (including inbred mice) to discriminate between the different taste qualities. Taste reactivity and two-bottle preference are behavioral tests that are utilized to investigate different aspects of taste. These tests involve either voluntary or forced consumption of taste stimuli, respectively. Either test can be used to infer the preference and palatability of the stimulus consumed by an animal.

In order to understand the basis of taste behavior, one must understand the organization of the taste pathway. As an organism consumes a particular food or fluid, it first binds to or activates taste receptors or channels located inside taste buds found in the oral cavity. This transduction event then produces a cascade of neuronal activation via sensory nerves that innervate the taste buds – branches of three cranial nerves (VII, IX, and X). These cranial nerves then synapse centrally in the nucleus of the solitary tract (NST) where the relayed taste information is kept relatively segregated from visceral input (which arrives via cranial nerve X). From this point, the taste information is relayed to the parabrachial nucleus (PBN) in the pons, where the taste and visceral information now overlap. The PBN has not been studied as extensively as the NST in terms of taste representation, especially in regards to umami taste. A few recent studies have indicated that taste neurons in the PBN respond to sweet and synergistic umami (i.e. a combination of glutamate and a ribonucleotide) stimuli in a similar manner, providing a rationale for further study of the representation of these taste stimuli in this area.

Sweet and umami taste share a common G-protein-coupled taste receptor subunit, T1R3, that responds in combination with either T1R1 to transduce umami stimuli or T1R2 to transduce sweet stimuli. Aside from sharing a common taste receptor, previous studies using pharmacological manipulations, electrophysiology, conditioned taste aversion (CTA), and discrimination studies have shown a strong functional link between sweet and umami taste in rodents. Compounds found to be sweet taste inhibitors either entirely or partially block the nerve response to the prototypical umami stimulus monosodium glutamate (MSG), as well as a synergistic mixture of MSG combined with the cyclic nucleotide inosine monophosphate (IMP). When the epithelial sodium channel blocker amiloride is combined with MSG, both rats and mice have difficulty determining the difference between this umami stimulus and sucrose. Overall, it appears that some umami stimuli appear to be perceived as sucrose-like in rodents, which differs dramatically from the human perception of umami stimuli. Although umami taste has not been studied as comprehensively in mice as it has been in rats, it is important to investigate due to the widespread use of a variety of genetic mouse models in taste research. Along with using behavioral models, one might gauge the uniqueness of sweet and umami stimuli using an anatomical technique, such as visualization of the immediate early gene c-fos in PBN neurons. In fact, previous research has indicated stimulation with different taste qualities produces distinctive c-fos patterns in the PBN. For this current
research study, my first hypothesis was that since previous studies suggested the similarity between sweet and umami compounds in C57BL/6J (B6) mice; stimuli of both taste qualities would produce similar levels of preference, consumption, and levels of taste reactivity behaviors. Secondly, I hypothesized that taste stimulation with either sweet (sucrose) or umami (monopotassium glutamate; MPG, or the synergistic mixture of MPG+IMP) stimuli would produce a similar c-fos expression pattern in sweet and umami stimuli, and this would also be distinct from the c-fos expression patterns elicited by both the bitter stimulus, quinine hydrochloride (QHCl) and water.

Overall, the preference tests revealed that both sucrose and umami stimuli (especially MSG+IMP) were preferred and consumed at a similarly high level in B6 mice. However, the taste reactivity test did not yield any insight into whether the sweet and umami taste stimuli were perceived as similar. However, taste reactivity to the bitter stimulus, QHCl, was easily distinguishable from the other tested taste stimuli. Using c-fos immunohistochemistry to visualize neuronal activation, I then compared staining patterns of activation evoked by: water, QHCl, sucrose, saccharin, MPG, and MPG+IMP in subdivisions of the PBN in B6 mice, as well as a few other non-taste brainstem areas (locus coeruleus and mesencephalic nucleus of the trigeminal nerve). Results showed that quinine elicited significantly less c-fos positive nuclei in the entire dorsal lateral (DL) subnucleus compared to water. A few other significant effects of the tastant stimuli were found in the rostral portion of the waist, central lateral (CL), and DL PBN subnuclei, but distinct c-fos representations were not found for each stimulus tested. To determine if tastant effects might have been subtler in terms of cell density or patterning; and therefore, could have been missed using normal cell counting methods, I decided to use a three-dimensional mapping approach to examine c-fos expression in the PBN. Results of this new mapping approach suggest its potential usage in future studies.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMP</td>
<td>Adenosine monophosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Brachium conjunctivum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BST</td>
<td>Bed Nucleus of the Stria Terminalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeA</td>
<td>Central Nucleus of the Amygdala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLS</td>
<td>Central Lateral Subnucleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRD</td>
<td>Cysteine-rich domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Chorda Tympani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTA</td>
<td>Conditioned Taste Aversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAB</td>
<td>3,3’Diaminobenzidine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI</td>
<td>Deionized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLS</td>
<td>Dorsal Lateral Subnucleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMS</td>
<td>Dorsal Medial Subnucleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELS</td>
<td>External Lateral Subnucleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>External Medial Subnucleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL</td>
<td>Glossopharyngeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMP</td>
<td>Guanosine Monophosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>Hydrochloric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEK</td>
<td>Human Embryonic Kidney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Insular Cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Internal Lateral Subnucleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMP</td>
<td>Inosine monophosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.P.</td>
<td>Intraperitoneal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP3R3</td>
<td>Inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-AP4</td>
<td>L- (+) – 2-amino-4-phosphobutyric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>Locus coeruleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>Lateral Hypothalamus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiCl</td>
<td>Lithium chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAG</td>
<td>Monoammonium glutamate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Me5</td>
<td>Mesencephalic nucleus of the trigeminal nerve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGlur4</td>
<td>Metabotropic glutamate receptor 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPG</td>
<td>Monopotassium glutamate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSG</td>
<td>Monosodium glutamate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl</td>
<td>Sodium Chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH4Cl</td>
<td>Ammonium chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NST</td>
<td>Nucleus of the Solitary Tract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAP</td>
<td>Peroxidase-antiperoxidase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Phosphate buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBN</td>
<td>Parabrachial nucleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>Phosphate buffered saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>Positron emission tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLCbeta2</td>
<td>1-Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-biphosphate phosphodiesterase beta-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROP</td>
<td>6-n-propylthiouracil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QHCl</td>
<td>Quinine hydrochloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sac</td>
<td>Saccharin preference locus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCP</td>
<td>Superior Cerebellar Peduncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC</td>
<td>Taste Receptor Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRPM5</td>
<td>Transient receptor potential cation channel subfamily M member 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFT</td>
<td>Venus-flytrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLS</td>
<td>Ventrolateral subnucleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNO</td>
<td>Vomeronasal Organ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPM&lt;sub&gt;PC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Medial parvocellular component of the ventrobasal complex of the Thalamus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGA</td>
<td>Wheat-germ agglutinin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Trigeminal Nerve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Facial Nerve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Vagus Nerve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>Glossopharyngeal Nerve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Taste

The sense of taste is very important for an organism to obtain proper nutrition and as a protective mechanism. What an organism perceives a substance to taste like determines whether it will be ingested or rejected. Each of the five distinct taste qualities (sweet, sour, bitter, salty, and umami) are transduced by a distinct channel or receptor that is located on separate taste receptor cells on the tongue, soft palate, and pharynx (Smith & Boughter, 2007). At the receptor level, three genes encoding three receptor subunits (called T1R1, T1R2, and T1R3) account for the transduction of most sweet- and umami-tasting stimuli (Li, 2009; Nelson et al., 2002; Nelson et al., 2001). Umami stimuli are recognized by a T1R1-T1R3 heterodimer, whereas sweet stimuli activate a T1R2-T1R3 heterodimer or a T1R2-T1R2 homodimer (Nelson et al., 2002; Nelson et al., 2001; Roper, 2013). Bitter taste is determined, however, by a family of T2R receptors (Adler et al., 2000; Chandrashekar et al., 2000; Roper, 2013). The binding of stimuli to their corresponding sweet or umami receptor activates a G-protein-coupled receptor cascade within the taste bud (Roper, 2013; Vandenbeuch & Kinnamon, 2009). This ultimately involves activation of a transient receptor potential cation channel subfamily M member 5 (TRPM5) channel, influx of calcium ions, and release of the neurotransmitter ATP onto the adjacent nerve fiber (Damak et al., 2006; Hamilton & Norgren, 1984; Roper, 2013; Vandenbeuch & Kinnamon, 2009).

Taste buds transmit information via branches of three cranial nerves, the facial (VII), glossopharyngeal (IX), and the vagus (X). These nerves terminate in the rostral nucleus of the solitary tract (NST) (Hamilton & Norgren, 1984), whose neurons in turn primarily project (in rodents) to the parabrachial nucleus in the pons (PBN; Figure 1-1) (Halsell, Travers, & Travers, 1996; Herbert, Moga, & Saper, 1990). At this level in the brain, the gustatory pathway diverges into two major routes. The first of these is a thalamocortical pathway: PBN taste neurons synapse in the medial parvocellular component of the ventrobasal complex of the thalamus (VPMpc; Figure 1-1) (Fulwiler & Saper, 1984; Krout & Loewy, 2000). From the VPMpc, thalamic neurons in turn project to the gustatory area of the insular cortex (IC; Figure 1-1) (Fulwiler & Saper, 1984; Halsell, 1992; Karimnamazi & Travers, 1998; Lundy & Norgren, 2004; Norgren, 1974; Norgren & Leonard, 1973; Norgren & Wolf, 1975; Saper & Loewy, 1980). The secondary route of information consists of other PBN neurons that project directly to areas within the limbic forebrain, including the lateral hypothalamus (LH), central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST; Figure 1-1) (Fulwiler & Saper, 1984; Halsell, 1992; Karimnamazi & Travers, 1998; Norgren, 1974; Norgren & Leonard, 1973; Norgren & Wolf, 1975; Saper & Loewy, 1980).

The information gathered from taste combines with olfactory information and oral somatosensory information produced via the trigeminal nerve (V) to produce what is perceived as flavor (Beauchamp & Mennella, 2011; Small, Jones-Gotman, Zatorre, Petrides, & Evans, 1997). A dedicated neural pathway for this phenomenon has been
Figure 1-1. Taste Pathway in the Rodent Brain.

Notes: X= vagus nerve, IX= glossopharyngeal nerve, VII= facial nerve, NST=nucleus of the solitary tract, PBN=parabrachial nucleus, LH=lateral hypothalamus, CeA=central nucleus of the amygdala, BST= bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, VPMpc= medial parvocellular component of the ventrobasal complex of the thalamus, IC= insular cortex
elucidated using Positron emission technology (PET) while subjects are smelling and
tasting two compounds at the same time which either matched or were disassociated
taste/smells (Small et al., 1997). These results show that the brain areas this pathway
includes are: the anterior insula/frontal operculum (primary taste area) (O'Doherty, Rolls,
Francis, Bowtell, & McGlone, 2001; Rolls, 2015), the right caudolateral orbitofrontal
cortex (CLOF) (secondary taste area) (O'Doherty et al., 2001; Rolls & Baylis, 1994), a
more medial location in the orbital frontal cortex (secondary olfactory cortex) (Zatorre,
Jones-Gotman, Evans, & Meyer, 1992), the left amygdaloid nucleus, and left and right
basal forebrain (Small et al., 1997). While examining the increases or decreases in blood
flow that occurred during these concurrent smell and taste experiments, it can be
determined whether a stimulus is differentiated as a flavor or an odor within the primary
gustatory cortex (Small et al., 1997). Visual information obtained from seeing food
before one tastes it is also important and influences a person’s eating decisions (Rolls,
Rowe, & Rolls, 1982). For example, if the color of a food is changed to something
different than expected, a person may perceive it as tasting different than when it was its
original color (Delwiche, 2012). Visual information seems to converge with taste and
olfaction in the orbital frontal cortex (secondary taste cortex) (Rolls & Baylis, 1994).
Flavor influences taste preferences that in turn effect an organism throughout its entire
life, starting in utero with exposure via amniotic fluid from the foods the mother
consumes and postpartum from foods that are excreted into breast milk (Beauchamp &
Mennella, 2011). Flavor preferences directly affect diet, which is a critical factor in an
organism’s likelihood to develop many diseases, such as hypertension, obesity, heart
disease, diabetes, and some cancers (Beauchamp & Mennella, 2011).

Sweet and Umami Taste

A sweet taste sensation is evoked by a number of different compounds including
sugars, artificial sweeteners, sugar alcohols, sweet proteins, and natural sweeteners
(Table 1-1) (Nelson et al., 2001). Both humans and rodents innately and highly prefer
sweet-tasting compounds. Genetic variants of T1R genes have been found to produce
differences both within a single species and across species in their preference and ability
to taste different sweeteners (Fernstrom et al., 2012). For example, one of the sweet taste
receptors, T1R2, in the cat family is a pseudo gene and therefore non-functional, leading
to a complete lack of this taste quality in cats, but leaves all the other taste qualities
unaffected (Li et al., 2005). All sweet-tasting compounds bind to the same heterodimer
receptor T1R2 + T1R3 (Fernstrom et al., 2012). However, different sweet stimuli have
been shown to bind to different parts of the receptor (Table 1-1). The T1R portion of the
sweet taste receptor contains 2 distinct portions that are attached to each other by a
cysteine-rich domain (CRD): A venus-flytrap (VFT) portion located outside of the cell at
the N-terminal end of the receptor and a portion composed of seven helices that spans the
cell membrane at the C-terminus end of the receptor (Fernstrom et al., 2012; Vigues,
Dotson, & Munger, 2009). Thus, as a result of the differential binding of each of the
different types of sweet-tasting compounds, the T1R2 + T1R3 receptor is activated, and
the sweet taste quality is perceived (Fernstrom et al., 2012).
Table 1-1. Classification of Each Kind of Sweetener and Where They Bind to Within the Human Taste Receptors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sweetener</th>
<th>Kind</th>
<th>Binds to/or is needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sucrose</td>
<td>Natural sugars</td>
<td>VFT domains of both T1R2 and T1R3 [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fructose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccharin</td>
<td>Artificial Sweetener</td>
<td>VFT domains of both T1R2 and T1R3 [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartame</td>
<td>Artificial Sweetener</td>
<td>A binding pocket inside the 7-transmembrane spanning domain of T1R2 [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neotame</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacralose</td>
<td>Artificial Sweetener</td>
<td>May bind to the cleft formed by Lobe 1 and Lobe 2 of the ATD domain of T1R2 [40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium cyclamate</td>
<td>Artificial Sweetener</td>
<td>Transmembrane domain in T1R3 [41, 42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thaumatin</td>
<td>Sweet proteins</td>
<td>T1R2 receptor [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monellin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazzein</td>
<td>Sweet protein</td>
<td>Cysteine-rich linker in T1R3 [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erythritol</td>
<td>Sugar Alcohols</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbitol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xylitol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neohesperidin</td>
<td>Sweet Glycoside</td>
<td>The 7-transmembrane spanning domain in T1R3 [45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dihydrochalcone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steviol</td>
<td>Sweet Glycoside</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebaudioside A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neohesperidin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dihydrochalcone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acesulfame potassium</td>
<td>Artificial Sweetener</td>
<td>May bind to the cleft formed by Lobe 1 and Lobe 2 of the ATD domain of T1R2 [40]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Umami taste, while proposed by Ikeda in 1909, is the most recently accepted of the five basic taste qualities and therefore has been the least characterized (Ikeda, 1909, 2002). Umami means ‘delicious taste’ (also described as a pleasant savory taste) in Japanese (Yamamoto, Matsuo, Kiyomitsu, & Kitamura, 1988). There are many compounds that elicit umami taste, with the most recognized being glutamic acid (monosodium glutamate or MSG) (Birch, 1987; Kawai, Okiyama, & Ueda, 2002), but also some other L-type amino acids such as monopotassium glutamate (MPG) and L-aspartate (Kawai et al., 2002), as well as certain ribonucleotides, including monoammonium glutamate (MAG) (Inoue, Beauchamp, & Bachmanov, 2004), inosine monophosphate (IMP) (Bachmanov, 2010; Inoue et al., 2004; Kawai et al., 2002), guanosine monophosphate (GMP) (Bachmanov, 2010; Inoue et al., 2004; Kawai et al., 2002), adenosine monophosphate (AMP) (Bachmanov, 2010; Keast, Canty, & Breslin, 2004), along with other compounds including ibotenic acid (Bachmanov, 2010; Kawai et al., 2002), tricholomic acid (A. Bachmanov, 2010), theobromine (Bachmanov, 2010; Narukawa, Toda, Nakagita, Hayashi, & Misaka, 2014), and theogallin (Bachmanov, 2010). One important characteristic of umami taste is the occurrence of “synergism,” in which a mixture of glutamate with a ribonucleotide, such as inosine monophosphate (IMP), produces a response considerably stronger than predicted by the responses to the individual components (Yamaguchi, 1991). Umami stimuli are recognized in taste cells by a T1R1-T1R3 heterodimer (Li et al., 2002; Nelson et al., 2002), although there is also some evidence for additional receptors, including a truncated taste-specific metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR4) (Chaudhari et al., 1996; Li et al., 2002; Nelson et al., 2002; Toyono et al., 2002), a truncated taste-specific mGluR1 (San Gabriel, Uneyama, Yoshie, & Torii, 2005), as well as two brain-expressed metabotropic glutamate receptors, brain-mGluR1 (San Gabriel et al., 2005) and brain-mGluR4 (Toyono et al., 2002). These receptors may all contribute to umami taste, but each may contribute differently (Nakashima, Eddy, Katsukawa, Delay, & Ninomiya, 2012). T2R1+T1R3, taste-mGluR1, and taste-mGluR4 receptors have a lower binding affinity for glutamate compared to brain-mGluR1 and brain-mGluR4 (Chaudhari, Landin, & Roper, 2000; Chaudhari et al., 1996; Lindemann, 2000; Nakashima et al., 2012). In the mouse, the umami T1R1/T1R3 receptor is found in the taste papillae located on the anterior tongue, posterior tongue, and the palate (Li et al., 2002; Nelson et al., 2002). This umami heterodimer receptor responds to many L-type amino acids as observed in electrophysiological experiments (Nelson et al., 2002). The human counterpart of the T1R1/T1R3 umami receptor, to date, has been successfully activated by L-glutamate (Li et al., 2002; Nelson et al., 2002). It has also been discovered that L-glutamate does not produce a response from cells containing only one of the human T1R1 or T1R3 receptors (Li et al., 2002). Brain- and taste-mGluR4 receptors and a taste-mGluR1 are located in taste cells on the rat tongue in all three types of taste papillae (fungiform, foliate, and circumvallate) (Chaudhari et al., 1996; Toyono et al., 2002; Toyono et al., 2003). Also in rats, the variant mGluR1, containing a truncated N-terminal domain, has been isolated in circumvallate and foliate papillae on the posterior portion of the tongue (San Gabriel et al., 2005; Yasumatsu et al., 2009).

In mice, differences in sweetener preference have been found between different strains of mice. These differences are produced by different versions of the saccharin.
preference (Sac) locus, which has been mapped to distal chromosome 4 (Bachmanov, Li, et al., 2001; Blizard, Kotlus, & Frank, 1999; Fuller, 1974; Lush, 1989). The Sac locus, on chromosome 4, is located either at or very near to the T1R3 receptor (Bachmanov, Li, et al., 2001; Montmayeur, Liberles, Matsunami, & Buck, 2001; Nelson et al., 2001; Sainz, Korley, Battey, & Sullivan, 2001), which is shared by both sweet and umami taste receptors (T1R3). The Sac locus determines whether a mouse strain is a taster (i.e. C57BL/6J (B6) mice) or a non-taster (i.e. DBA/2J (D2) mice) of sweet stimuli (Capeless & Whitney, 1995; Montmayeur et al., 2001). In a study that examined both the nucleotide and amino acid sequence of T1R3 in taster and non-taster strains, ultimately only two nucleotide sequences were found to differ between them. They were located at T55A (positron 55, where the tasters had a T encoded and non-tasters had an A) and at I60T (positron 60, where tasters had an I encoded and non-tasters had a T) (Max et al., 2001). The amino acid substitution that occurs at I60T may introduce a potential glycosylation site that would prevent the receptor from functioning by rendering it unable to form dimers (Max et al., 2001). Mice that exhibit as tasters are approximately 5 times more perceptive to sweet compounds than mice that are non-tasters (Nelson et al., 2002). This has been illustrated by behavioral studies, in which taster strains of mice consume and prefer larger amounts of sweet compounds compared to non-taster strains (Bachmanov, Tordoff, & Beauchamp, 2001; Capeless & Whitney, 1995; Lush, 1989), and by an electrophysiological study, in which the level of chorda tympani activation in response to sweet stimuli corresponded to whether a strain was a taster or non-taster (Inoue, McCaughey, Bachmanov, & Beauchamp, 2001). The analogous portion of the genome in humans to the Sac locus has been found to be at chromosome 1p35 and 1p36 (Bachmanov et al., 1997; Montmayeur et al., 2001). This portion contains the taste receptor, hT1R3, which is homologous to the mT1R3 (Montmayeur et al., 2001). In humans, in regard to sweet preference, there has not been a similar phenomenon found as in mice, where a difference in genotypes has been found, but one study did identify a quantitative trait loci on chromosome 16 that was linked to how often sweet foods are consumed, indicating some genetic variability may exist (Keskitalo et al., 2007).

Sweet and umami tastants provoke distinct perceptions in adult humans, with umami stimuli often characterized as having a savory, or perhaps “brothy” taste (Mouritsen, 2013). Even though one study has found that these two taste qualities provoke similar but distinct perceptions in humans, (Steiner, 1987) other studies performed in both humans (Cairncross & Sjostrom, 1948) and in rodents (Nishijo, Ono, & Norgren, 1991), have found conflicting results, which makes the evidence for the distinctness of sweet and umami sensations less clear. The taste of the umami compound MSG is indeed multifaceted and seems to consist of a salty component (thought to be contributed to by the sodium cation it contains) and a sweet component (thought to be contributed to by the glutamic anion) (Nishijo et al., 1991). Behavioral conditioned taste aversion (CTA) studies in rats and behavioral discrimination studies in mice have provided evidence that may classify MSG as a combination of salty and sweet taste (if amiloride was not added to the solution) and not as a completely separate taste quality (Breza, Curtis, & Contreras, 2007; Delay, Hernandez, Bromley, & Margolskee, 2006; Ruiz, Wray, Delay, Margolskee, & Kinnamon, 2003; Yamamoto et al., 1991; Yamamoto, Yuyama, Kato, & Kawamura, 1985b). One the other hand, a recent CTA study performed
in mice has found that MPG+IMP generalized to sucrose (Saites, Goldsmith, Densky, Guedes, & Boughter, 2015) and an older study found that MSG+IMP with the addition of amiloride also generalized to sucrose (Yamamoto et al., 1991) as opposed to umami stimuli. Another behavioral discrimination study in rats also observed that the addition of amiloride makes it more difficult to discriminate between sucrose and MSG (Heyer, Taylor-Burds, Mitzelfelt, & Delay, 2004). Both sweet and umami stimuli are found in many foods and are characterized as highly preferred by many animals (Ohara & Naim, 1977; Waldern & van Dyk, 1971; Zhang et al., 2003).

Electrophysiological data in mice suggest that the immediate neuronal activation generated from both sucrose and the synergistic mixture of the umami stimulus, MPG+IMP, is highly correlated across the entire population of PBN taste neurons (Tokita, Yamamoto, & Boughter, 2012). A similar phenomenon has been found in rats when PBN taste neurons are stimulated with either sucrose and MSG+GMP (Nishijo et al., 1991). Conversely, with a lower concentration of MPG+IMP, the activity of PBN neurons in response to MPG+IMP or sucrose were found to be less similar (Geran & Travers, 2009). Within the PBN, many neurons have been observed to respond to both MSG and sucrose (Nishijo et al., 1991). Thus, sweet and umami taste share many common factors in rodents, especially in terms of transduction mechanism and central representation within the PBN.

Two types of genetic manipulation have been used to investigate taste pathways, knockout and transgenic mice. Knockout mice have been created for most of the critical proteins in the taste transduction cascade. Both inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate receptor (IP3R3) (Hisatsune et al., 2007) and alpha-gustducin (Danilova, Damak, Margolskee, & Hellekant, 2006; He et al., 2004; Ruiz et al., 2003) knockouts show decreased preference and smaller electrophysiological responses to sweet and umami. TRPM5 knockouts show either a complete loss (Zhang et al., 2003) or abnormal sweet and umami taste responses (Damak et al., 2006). 1-Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-biphosphate phosphodiesterase beta-2 (PLCbeta2) knockouts show a complete loss of sweet and umami taste (Zhang et al., 2003). T1R3 knockouts display a complete lack of preference for artificial sweeteners and reduced preference and electrophysiological responses to sugars and umami compounds (Damak et al., 2003). Transgenic mice have been created to map the neuronal circuitry of a portion of sweet and umami taste by expressing both wheat-germ agglutinin (WGA) in combination with the T1R3 taste receptor and have been used to map the neuronal circuitry of a portion of sweet and umami taste (Sugita & Shiba, 2005). These mouse studies demonstrate both a definite biochemical and neuronal synaptic link between sweet and umami taste.

On the contrary, animal studies in rats using electrophysiology (Yamamoto, Yuyama, Kato, & Kawamura, 1985a; Yamamoto et al., 1985b) and in vivo optical imaging techniques (Accolla, Bathellier, Petersen, & Carleton, 2007; Yoshimura, Sugai, Fukuda, Segami, & Onoda, 2004) found that each taste (sweet, sour, salty, and bitter) activated a distinct and unique configuration of neurons within the gustatory cortex that respond best to each of these four taste qualities in the gustatory pathway. In humans, it has been found via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) that there is a distinct area for
each basic taste, with some overlap, in the different areas in the gustatory cortex when each is consumed (Schoenfeld et al., 2004). However, none of the animal studies have investigated whether umami compounds activate a distinct set of CNS neurons or utilize portions that are characterized as belonging to the sweet pathway.

There are a few pharmacological compounds that interact with the taste receptors on the tongue and they have been used to aid in the investigation of sweet and umami taste, in conjunction with electrophysiological techniques in rodents. Pronase E, a compound that inhibits the response to sweet taste entirely, also partially inhibits the neuronal activity from the chorda tympani (CT; VII cranial nerve innervating anterior tongue taste buds) when exposed to MSG and a synergistic mixture of MSG+IMP (Nakashima, Katsukawa, Sasamoto, & Ninomiya, 2001). Another compound, gurmarin, a known sweet taste inhibitor in rodents, almost entirely inhibits the response of the CT nerve to the synergistic mixture of MSG+IMP in rats (Nakashima et al., 2001). These studies suggest that umami compounds (MSG and MSG+IMP) may bind to sweet taste receptors that are innervated by the CT nerve in rats (Nakashima et al., 2001). These inhibitors also have provided results in mice, that demonstrate there may be two different pathways that can be activated by umami compounds. Activation can occur either through what is thought to be the typical umami pathway, innervated by the glossopharyngeal (GL; innervates anterior tongue taste buds) nerve or an alternate gurmarin-responsive pathway utilizing sweet taste receptors that are innervated by the CT (Nakashima et al., 2001).

Many behavioral tests exhibit similarities between the taste of sweet and umami compounds. In infants, the gustofacial reflex (Steiner, 1987) elicited during taste reactivity tests of both sweet and umami stimuli are similar, consisting of lip licking, smacking, and sucking (Steiner, 1987). In two-bottle preference tests, mice prefer and consume similar amounts of both sweet and umami compounds (Bachmanov, Tordoff, & Beauchamp, 2000). In some behavioral experiments performed in rodents using MSG as a prototypical umami stimulus, it is clear that animals can discriminate MSG from a sweet stimulus based at least in part on the sodium ion in MSG, which is often in a sufficient concentration so as to impart a salty side taste to this stimulus. In experiments using a CTA paradigm, when MSG mixed with amiloride (an epithelial sodium channel blocker) is used as the conditioned stimulus, it was found that this was transferred to because it was perceived as similar (generalized) and also produced avoidance to sucrose (Stapleton, Roper, & Delay, 1999; Yamamoto et al., 1991), glucose, saccharin, the artificial sweetener SC-45647, as well as produced slight avoidance to maltose in rats (Heyer et al., 2004; Spector, Breslin, & Grill, 1988). MPG+IMP has also been found to produce avoidance of sucrose in mice (Saites et al., 2015). This shows that this synergistic mixture with amiloride is perceived to have a similar enough taste to sweet stimuli that it is not consumed because the rodent believes it will make it sick. In operant taste discrimination tests, rats could discriminate between MSG and sucrose solutions if they were greater than 50 mM and if amiloride was added to MSG (Stapleton, Luellig, Roper, & Delay, 2002). In the same study, without amiloride, rats could discriminate between MSG and sucrose at concentrations as low as 10 mM (Stapleton, Luellig, Roper, & Delay, 2002). In another study, if amiloride was not included, rats taught to
discriminate between the four basic taste qualities generalized the taste of MSG to sucrose and also to sodium chloride (NaCl) (Grobe & Spector, 2008).

In contrast, in other taste discrimination studies, rats could easily tell the difference between MSG, glucose, and artificial sweeteners: saccharin and SC45647 (Heyer et al., 2004). When amiloride was added to MSG, rats could still discriminate between MSG and sucrose and MSG and SC45647, but had a more difficult time (Heyer et al., 2004). Only one taste discrimination study has been performed in mice. In this study, B6 and T1R3 knockout mice were able to discriminate between sucrose and MSG, and sucrose and MSG+amiloride, but the correct choices did drop slightly with the latter condition (Delay et al., 2006). In a CTA study with B6 mice, an aversion to 0.1 M sucrose generalized to and produced avoidance of the synergistic mixture of MSG+IMP (Nakashima et al., 2001). This study also found that this generalization was lost when gurmarin (a known sweet-taste inhibitor) was added to the solution and returned when beta-cyclodextrin (an inhibitor of gurmarin) was subsequently added (Nakashima et al., 2001). As illustrated by the number of behavioral similarities and differences between these two primary taste qualities sweet and umami, I decided to investigate these two taste qualities using taste reactivity and examining the elicited behavioral responses in B6 mice.

**Nucleus of the Solitary Tract (NST)**

The nucleus of the solitary tract (NST) is an important autonomic brain area located in the medulla, which receives and relays taste information (King, 2007). In this area, taste and visceral sensory information are partitioned into the different levels along the rostral-caudal axis (Saper, 2004). In rodents, the facial nerve terminates in the most rostral part of the NST, followed by the glossopharyngeal nerve more caudally, and lastly, the vagus nerve synapses most caudally (Lundy & Norgren, 2004). This taste portion of the NST encompasses the area “from the rostral tip caudally to the point at which the medial border of the nucleus abuts the fourth ventricle, a distance of about 2.0 mm” (Lundy & Norgren, 2004, pg. 895). Taste information represented in the rostral portion of the NST is likely modulated before it is relayed to the PBN (Di Lorenzo, Platt, & Victor, 2009; Lundy & Norgren, 2004). The projection to the PBN from the NST is the largest of its outputs, with other projections terminating in: the medullary reticular formation, periaqueductal grey matter, CeA, BST, the median preoptic, paraventricular and dorsomedial hypothalamic nuclei, the lateral hypothalamic area, the dorsal motor vagal nucleus, the nucleus ambiguous, and the superior and inferior salivatory nuclei (Lundy & Norgren, 2004; Saper, 2004). In primates, however, it has been found that even though there is a synapse between both the caudal and medial portions of NST and the PBN, taste information instead ascends directly from the rostral NST to the thalamus (Beckstead, Morse, & Norgren, 1980). Also, in primates, the NST does not project directly to the hypoglossal, facial, or trigeminal motor nuclei, which are involved in feeding reflexes in the rat (Beckstead et al., 1980).
Parabrachial Nucleus (PBN)

The rodent parabrachial nucleus is located in the pons and has been observed via electrophysiology to be involved in: taste (Halsell & Travers, 1997), urination (Lumb & Morrison, 1987), thermal nociception (Menendez, Bester, Besson, & Bernard, 1996), salt and thirst regulation (Roncari et al., 2014), as well as the cardiovascular (Dampney, 1994), respiratory (Dawid Milner et al., 2003), and gastrointestinal systems (Baird, Travers, & Travers, 2001). The cells located in this nucleus are relatively small (approximately 8-24 micrometers) and are hard to distinguish from each other when stained with cresyl violet (Hashimoto, Obata, & Ogawa, 2009; Lundy & Norgren, 2004). The PBN is a crucial component within the autonomic nervous system and ties together “medullary reflex control and forebrain behavioral and integrative regulation of the autonomic system” (Saper, 2004, pg. 768).

The mouse PBN consists of many subnuclei, including the waist area, dorsal medial (DMS), external medial (EMS), central lateral (CLS), internal lateral (ILS), ventral lateral (VLS), dorsolateral (DLS), and the external lateral (ELS) (Hashimoto et al., 2009). The waist area consists of the cells in the “narrow region surrounding the [superior cerebellar peduncle] SCP” and contains three different types of cells- “round and flat cells parallel to the SCP as well as the internal bridge cells,” (Hashimoto et al., 2009, pg. 4). The DMS is located “capping medial dorsal tip of the SCP” and contains “intensely stained medium cells,” (Hashimoto et al., 2009, pg. 4). The EMS is located in the “caudal 2/3 of the PBN, capping the lateral tip of the SCP” and contains both “small oval or fusiform cells” and “large multipolar neurons” (Fulwiler & Saper, 1984; Hashimoto et al., 2009, pg. 4). The ILS is a “cluster of large intensely stained cells” (Hashimoto et al., 2009, pg. 4). The VLS contains “lightly stained, small fusiform cells, covering the dorsolateral boundary of the SCP including the dorsal part of the waist area” (Hashimoto et al., 2009, pg. 4). The DLS consists of “intensely stained medium cells separated from the SCP by the CLS” (Hashimoto et al., 2009, pg. 4). The ELS contains two layers (an outer visceral layer of large cells and an inner taste layer of smaller cells), and although these layers can be differentiated in rats, it is difficult to determine in mice (Hashimoto et al., 2009).

The PBN receives synaptic input from many areas of the brain (Tokita, Inoue, & Boughter, 2009). The gustatory portion of the PBN receives taste and visceral information from the rostral NST and in turn integrates and relays this information to the rest of the taste pathway. Evolutionarily, this function of the PBN may be considered to be rudimentary in rodents, since the characterized functions of the PBN seem to have been integrated into the NST within primates (Beckstead et al., 1980; Di Lorenzo et al., 2009). Taste in the PBN has been widely studied in the rat, but not in the mouse. Recently, the mouse has become an important model to use in studying the gustatory system, because of the various genetic manipulations that can be utilized via knockout and transgenic mice (Tokita et al., 2009).
In rodents, the PBN is an important area in the brain for both the relay of taste and visceral information, but there seems to be some debate as to whether the separation of these two different types of information is preserved, or if it is integrated in neurons within this nucleus. Electrophysiological studies have shown that taste neurons are found in portions of the medial subnucleus and VLS near the brachium conjunctivum (BC), in the BC, and in the external medial and external lateral subnuclei in the PBN (Halsell & Frank, 1991; Halsell & Travers, 1997; Norgren & Pfaffmann, 1975; Tokita & Boughter, 2016). Neurons involved in gastrointestinal functions (Baird et al., 2001) are found predominantly in the ELS, and neurons involved in respiratory functions are found in the medial and lateral subnuclei (Dawid Milner et al., 2003). Cardiovascular functions have been located, via anatomical fos-mapping studies, in the CLS and ELS (Hayward & Castellanos, 2003). There is also anatomical evidence demonstrating segregation of the taste and visceral information that is received from the different regional projections that go between the NST and the PBN (Herbert et al., 1990).

Conversely, there are some electrophysiological studies showing that there is possible integration of visceral and taste stimuli, with each study using different kinds of visceral stimulation. One investigation used electrophysiology to record from a population of PBN neurons (approximately half of their sample size) that responded to both sodium chloride (NaCl) and electrical vagal stimulation (Hermann & Rogers, 1985). A different study, performed by Hajnal et al, infused a lipid solution, Intralipid, into the gut and then recorded electrophysiologically from individual PBN neurons in response to intra-oral infusions, on the tongue of awake and behaving rats, in response to the following solutions: sucrose, NaCl, citric acid, and quinine hydrochloride (QHCl) (Hajnal, Takenouchi, & Norgren, 1999). They observed that quickly following the ingestion of fat, taste responses to sucrose and NaCl, within the neurons of the PBN, were significantly reduced, showing gastrointestinal feedback occurring and interacting with the taste system (Hajnal et al., 1999). A more recent study, performed by Baird et al., also observed visceral and taste integration, and used gastric distension along with and without application of several different taste stimuli onto the tongue including: QHCl, NaCl, sucrose, citric acid, and ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) (Baird et al., 2001). Both Hajnal et al. and Baird et al. showed that this visceral and taste integration occurs; because the magnitude of the responses elicited from the different types of taste stimuli was directly affected by both of the two different types of visceral stimulation (Baird et al., 2001; Hajnal et al., 1999). Lastly, behavioral studies utilizing CTA in combination with lesions of the PBN demonstrated the integrative function of the PBN between the sensory aspects (taste, conditioned stimulus) and visceral aspects of consuming substances (unconditioned stimulus) that are needed for an animal to create associations based on whether a food item should be consumed or is poisonous (toxic) and should not be (Grigson, Reilly, Shimura, & Norgren, 1998).

In order to discover some of the functions of the PBN, scientists have lesioned both the PBN and the pathways leading from it to see what effects the lack of input produces, including on the dopamine system (reward pathway) and on CTA. Excitotoxic lesions of the PBN (but not of the thalamus) prevent the release of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens, a nucleus in the reward pathway, in response to the consumption of
sucrose (Hajnal & Norgren, 2005). Also, lesions of the pathway from the PBN to the limbic system reduce the amount of dopamine produced in response to consuming hedonic substances, such as sucrose (de Araujo, 2009). When the medial portion of the PBN is lesioned in rats, the entire set of instinctual behaviors in CTA is obliterated and they are unable to create, keep, or remember a CTA to a taste stimulus (de Araujo, 2009). When both sides of all but the farthest lateral portions of the PBN lateral and medial subnuclei are lesioned in rats, they are also unable to form a CTA to a particular taste stimulus, but are still able to form a weak CTA, because they retain the ability to recognize flavor when it is used as a conditioned stimulus (Sclafani, Azzara, Touzani, Grigson, & Norgren, 2001).

To try to elucidate how taste is represented in the PBN, scientists have performed studies using both in vivo electrophysiology and neuroanatomical studies with the neuronal activity marker c-fos. Yamamoto and co-workers have performed several investigations using a variety of taste compounds on rats, and subsequently performing immunohistochemistry in the PBN for the early gene c-fos protein. These studies have revealed that neurons located in PBN subnuclei are activated by many compounds and functions, such as: salt taste (Yamamoto, Shimura, Sakai, & Ozaki, 1994; Yamamoto et al., 1993; Yamamoto et al., 2009), consumption of preferred and familiar substances (Yamamoto et al., 1994; Yamamoto et al., 2009), activation by aversive compounds, such as quinine (Travers, Urbanek, & Grill, 1999; Yamamoto et al., 1994; Yamamoto et al., 1993), and gastrointestinal visceral stimuli (Yamamoto et al., 1994). Anatomical and electrophysiological evidence has suggested that the medial PBN is where the taste neurons are primarily located and are involved in palatable taste information (de Araujo, 2009; Yamamoto et al., 1994). The lateral PBN tends to be where aversive taste information and visceral information (along with cardiovascular, respiratory, and other gastrointestinal information) is primarily found (de Araujo, 2009; Yamamoto et al., 1994). These studies have been primarily done in rats, but not in mice.

Due to evidence that suggested sweet and umami stimuli taste similar to rodents, along with the fact that mice have not been investigated as thoroughly as rats have, B6 mice (a sweet preferring strain) were chosen to investigate sweet and umami taste using both two-bottle tests and taste reactivity. It was expected that sweet and umami stimuli would be preferred and consumed at the same levels and would elicit similar levels of the different taste reactivity behaviors. In the first experiment, a two-bottle test was given to measure the consumption of a battery of taste stimuli (including two concentrations of sweet stimuli and two concentrations of five different umami stimuli) and allowed the calculations of both the mean total solution consumed and the mean preference ratio for each of the taste stimuli tested. In a second experiment, the taste reactivity behavioral test was performed and allowed for the quantification of nine behaviors, some of which were appetitive and others that were not, produced in response to each of the six taste stimuli used. After the conclusion of this test, the immunohistochemical method, c-fos was used to see activated neurons in response to each of the six taste stimuli. The pattern of c-fos positive neurons was then investigated in the PBN. This area in the gustatory pathway was chosen because it is a critical relay in the gustatory pathway, along with the fact that the c-fos expression pattern elicited from umami compounds in this brain region of mice.
had not yet been elucidated. The distribution of activated PBN neurons in response to umami and other tastants was determined using two-dimensional analysis of mouse brain sections and by creating a three-dimensional representation of the PBN as a new way of interpreting their location. It was expected that while the different taste stimuli consumed would produce distinct patterns of activation of neurons within the subnuclei of PBN, the sweet and umami compounds would produce similar patterns.

Therefore, the first specific aim of these studies is to test the hypothesis that sweet and umami compounds (including synergistic mixtures) would both produce a similar level of preference, consumption, taste reactivity behavior occurrences, and kinds of taste reactivity behaviors. Furthermore, the second specific aim of these studies is to create a neuronal map of c-fos positive nuclei in response to different taste stimuli to test the hypothesis that sweet and umami taste compounds (specifically sucrose and the synergistic MPG+IMP+amil mixture) will elicit similar patterns of c-fos positive neurons in the PBN of B6 mice while the other taste stimuli would produce distinct patterns of c-fos positive nuclei based on taste stimulus.
CHAPTER 2. GENERAL METHODS

Behavior

Animals

All animals used were either male or female C57BL/6J (B6) mice. The B6 mice were bred from mice purchased from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). The mice used were between the ages of 3-5 months old, were group housed in standard mouse cages (28x17.5x13 cm), were kept in a temperature- and humidity-controlled colony room on a 12-h light/dark cycle, and were given free access to normal dry pellet chow (22/5 rodent diet, Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI, USA) and water. See detailed Methods and Materials portion of Chapters 3 and 4 for specific information on group numbers and food and water for each set of experiments.

Two-Bottle Test

Mice were tested in individual plastic mouse cages with wire mesh grids and kept in the animal facility during the entire test. Two Pyrex glass test tubes with metal sipper tubes inserted inside rubber stoppers (bottles) were put side by side into spaces between the metal grid on the right side where food is normally placed and the rodent chow was placed where the normal water bottle would be. The metal sipper tubes of both bottles were placed exactly the same distance into the cage from the mesh grid. The amount of each liquid consumed was weighed every 24-hours (during the light cycle) and solutions were refilled as needed. The bottles w/ sipper tubes were then put back into the cage as described previously except that the bottle positions were switched to prevent a possible side bias (Bachmanov, Reed, Beauchamp, & Tordoff, 2002; Lush, 1984; Tordoff & Bachmanov, 2002). The body weight of each mouse was also measured every 48-hours. Each mouse was housed individually and given ad libitum access to either solution for 48-hours and then the bottles were removed, cleaned, and refilled with a new solution.

Intra-Oral Cannula Surgery

Each mouse was weighed and then anesthetized intraperitoneally (i.p.) with ketamine/xylazine (100/10 ml/kg from Butler Schein Animal Health, Dublin, OH, USA) and the hair, skin, and tissue on the top of the skull was removed. The animal was then head-fixed in a stereotaxic frame. A small hole was drilled into the right side of the animal’s skull and a small screw was inserted into the hole and tightened to become an anchor. The mouse was then removed from the stereotaxic frame. One end of the cannula tubing (P50) was melted and flattened by heat and the opposite end had a slightly bent 19-gauge needle inserted into it. The needle (inside the tubing) was then inserted into the mouth just behind the first maxillary molars and then exited out of the top of the head.
where the skin was removed from the top of the skull. The needle was removed from inside the cannula and then the cannula was placed near the affixed screw and covered with dental cement. The mouse was then given an i.p. dose of antibiotic and returned to its home cage to recover for 2 days. When the mouse had recovered from the anesthesia, the cannula was flushed to make sure it was not blocked and any blood inside was washed out.

**Taste Reactivity**

Mice were tested in a custom-made taste reactivity chamber. The chamber was a specially made, transparent, round Plexiglas chamber with a diameter of 4.5 inches. It sat on a base that elevated it 9.25 inches above the counter and contained a mirror so that the animal could be seen from all angles. The chamber was cleaned after the conclusion of each testing session to remove both traces of the previous animal and the taste solution used.

After recovery from the intra-oral cannula placement surgery, each mouse was put into the Taste Reactivity Chamber for two twenty-minute training sessions (Days 3 and 4) on two consecutive days to allow the mice to acclimate to the new environment. During the twenty-minute session, tubing connected to a 25-gauge needle on a 10 cc syringe was connected to the cannula on the mouse and water was forced into the cannula via a syringe pump (Harvard apparatus) with a flow rate of 0.10 ml/min. The pump was turned on for 15 seconds and DI water was administered, then turned off for the next 45 seconds and repeated continuously throughout the rest of the training session. On the fifth day, either a taste solution or water was then forced into the cannula and the experiment was repeated in the same manner as in training. During this test, the animal was videotaped and the orofacial responses were then observed at a later date. Two hours after the initiation of the experimental video trial, the mouse was perfused and the brain tissue was processed for immunolocalization of c-fos. A summary of the procedure can be found in Chapter 3.

**Taste Reactivity Behavior Scoring**

A blind observer (Z.G.) reviewed all videotapes that were recorded previously during taste reactivity testing. After each of the 20 trials, the following behaviors were recorded on a worksheet if they occurred in a trial: paws to mouth, paw shakes, rearing, chin rubs, spitting, jumps, mouth movements, body grooming, and face grooming.
Histology

*C-fos* Immunohistochemistry with Nickel Intensified-3,3’Diaminobenzidine (DAB)

Mice were anesthetized with 25% urethane and perfused with 50 mL of 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by 50-100 mL of 10% formalin solution (Fischer Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). Brains were removed and post-fixed from 1-3 days in neutral-buffered formalin and then cryoprotected in a 20% sucrose/10% glycerol solution. The brains were then frozen and sectioned on a freezing microtome. Free floating 40-micron coronal sections were placed into 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB). Every section in the area of the PBN was collected and only every other section was processed for *c-fos* immunohistochemistry, which was then performed on it. The floating slices were washed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, quenched with 30% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) for 30 minutes, washed again, and then placed overnight in a primary solution containing anti *c-fos* antibody (Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA) at a 1:1000 dilution, along with Normal Goat Serum and 0.8% Triton X. The sections were then rinsed again in 0.1 M PB and placed into secondary donkey anti-rabbit antibody (Rockland, Gilbertsville, PA) solution at a 1:50 dilution. The slices were then washed and placed into a rabbit peroxidase-antiperoxidase (PAP) solution (Covance, Princeton, NJ) at a 1:500 dilution. Lastly, sections were incubated in a nickel-DAB solution for 10 minutes, H2O2 was then added to the nickel-DAB solution for 10 minutes, rinsed in PB, mounted onto slides, dried at the minimum of overnight, dehydrated, and cover-slipped. A summary of this process can be found in Chapter 4.

Cresyl Violet Staining

The remaining sections not used for *c-fos* immunohistochemistry staining were mounted onto slides, dried, stained with cresyl violet, and cover-slipped.
CHAPTER 3. BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS OF TASTE REACTIVITY AND TWO-BOTTLE PREFERENCE TESTS TO TASTE STIMULI IN C57BL/6J MICE

This chapter covers the behavioral experiments from Specific Aim 1- to use methods to investigate sensitivity to sweet and umami compounds, including synergistic mixtures to determine if sweet and umami stimuli are similarly preferred by and elicit similar behavioral patterns in B6 mice. The following analysis includes taste reactivity and preference data.

Introduction

Taste

There are three behavioral divisions or aspects of taste (Spector, 2000; Spector & Glendinning, 2009; St. John, 2008). The first aspect is “stimulus identification” that helps organisms to tell the difference between several varieties of different taste compounds via physiological interaction with the taste buds on the tongue. It also contributes to the survival of the organism by either enabling it to inherently identify important compounds (i.e. salt) or by learning through prior experiences (i.e. “sugar gives me energy or this bitter compound made me feel sick”) of consuming a taste compound (Spector, 2000). The second “ingestive motivation” aspect consists of the behaviors that make the organism either consume a substance or instead produces a rejection reflex that causes the animal to spit out the substance when it hits the tongue in order to actively avoid a taste compound (Spector, 2000). The second aspect can be further subdivided into two parts: “appetitive behavior” and “consummatory behavior” (Spector, 2000; St. John, 2008). “Appetitive behavior” consists of the battery of behaviors that an organism goes through to approach a taste stimulus (Spector, 2000). The other portion of ingestive motivation, “consummatory behavior is the very last of the battery of behaviors that is produced by contact with a stimulus” (Spector, 2000; St. John, 2008). Lastly, the “digestive preparation” aspect consists of the ability of the taste compound to produce physiological autonomic responses to the taste compound such as saliva production and gastrointestinal responses (Spector, 2000; St. John, 2008). I employed two behavioral tests, two-bottle and taste reactivity tests, to investigate two of these divisions of taste: stimulus identification and both aspects of ingestive motivation.

Preference Tests

Two-bottle preference tests examine both the stimulus identification and both portions of the ingestive motivational division of taste (Spector, 2000; St. John, 2008). They have been used for decades to examine consumption and preference for a variety of taste compounds in both rats and mice. In order to perform this test, the animals were
individually housed in their home cages and 2 bottles (with sipper tubes) are placed in the area in which their normal water bottle used to be (Tordoff & Bachmanov, 2002). One bottle was filled with water and the other bottle was filled with one of the experimental solutions being tested (Tordoff & Bachmanov, 2002). Every 24-hours the amount of liquid in each tube is measured, recorded, and then the bottles were replaced, with their left-right position switched to prevent a side bias, which has previously been found in the strain of mice we used in this experiment, B6 (Bachmanov et al., 2002; Lush, 1984; Tordoff & Bachmanov, 2002). This high-throughput behavioral test was one I utilized to determine a basic overview of what taste stimuli were found aversive, neutral, or preferred by B6 mice in our laboratory.

**Taste Reactivity**

Taste reactivity tests examine only the consummatory subdivision of the ingestive motivational portion of taste (Spector, 2000; St. John, 2008). Taste reactivity tests have been performed in rodents, primates, and human infants. This test consists of dropping a variety of taste compounds into the mouth (of human infants or primates) or using an intra-oral cannula in the mouth (rodents) to administer taste compounds. Then immediately following taste stimulation with a taste compound, the series of facial expressions that are elicited from the organism are recorded, observed, and analyzed.

In the 1970s, Steiner published taste reactivity studies using human babies as subjects, before their first feeding, so they would be almost entirely naïve in regards to taste solutions, except for what had made its way into the amniotic fluid of its mother (Berridge, 2000; Steiner, 1974). He found that sweet solutions elicited hedonic behaviors such as the movement of the corners of the mouth “in a smile-like expression,” which was often followed by licking motions and sucking sounds (Steiner, 1973, pg. 257). He also found that bitter compounds, such as quinine, elicited aversive behaviors such as a facial reaction “characterized by marked depression of the mouth angles, with simultaneous elevation of the central part of the upper lip,” creating an “arch-like,” mouth opening (Steiner, 1973, pg. 271). The elongated tongue was also easily seen and eventually produced spitting and an overall impression of disapproval of the taste stimulus (Steiner, 1973). Other behaviors produced included the gape, nose wrinkle, frown, grimace, head shake, and arm flail in response to bitter stimuli (Steiner, Glaser, Hawilo, & Berridge, 2001). The rest of the primary taste qualities evoked behaviors in between those observed from sweet and bitter and it has been found that each of the five primary taste qualities does not elicit a unique combination of behavior patterns during taste reactivity (Berridge, 2000). Therefore, an observer cannot guess what substance is being consumed, but can most likely guess the palatability of it (Steiner et al., 2001). Steiner was also able to produce the same behaviors in infants who were born with hydrocephaly and anencephaly (Steiner, 1973), and also in premature infants who were born at seven months gestation (Steiner, 1979). This discovery shows that these facial expressions are produced by the brainstem and are not learned, but innate (Steiner, 1979).
Human adults are also capable of showing the same facial expressions in response to different taste stimuli, that Steiner found in infants. However, this is much harder to study since adults have had years to learn how to control their facial expressions and do not always display their true responses to a taste stimulus (i.e. the pursing of lips at a sour stimulus) (Berridge, 2000). Steiner was only able to successfully investigate the gustofacial reflexes of a few specific groups of adolescents and adults in a similar manner as he used in the studies performed in infants. These groups include blind adolescents, adolescents having Usher’s syndrome, cognitively disabled adolescents and adults, and a population of Alzheimer’s patients (Perl, 1992; Steiner, 1979).

Other animals exhibit taste reactivity behaviors, similar to ones found in human infants. These behaviors have been identified and studied in primates (Steiner et al., 2001; Steiner, Glaser, 1984, 1995), rats (Grill & Norgren, 1978a, 1978b), and hamsters (Brining, Belecky, & Smith, 1991). There has also been some work in chickens showing taste behaviors being elicited from primary taste stimuli, but these behaviors are harder to compare to the behaviors produced by the other different types of animals investigated (Ganchrow, Steiner, & Bartana, 1990). In primates, many different species have been studied including the chimpanzee, orangutan, gorilla, rhesus monkey, white tufted marmoset, Humboldt’s night monkey, and the mongoose lemur (Steiner et al., 2001). Tongue protrusions in response to sucrose along with gapes and head shaking in response to quinine were the taste reactivity behaviors elicited by all of the species of monkeys tested (Steiner et al., 2001). The taste reactivity behaviors of “smiling” and “lip smacking” to sucrose, “lip pursing” and sometimes “eye scrinching” to citric acid, or “frowning” and “nose wrinkling” to quinine were produced by only humans, chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans (Steiner et al., 2001). The taste reactivity behavior of “grimacing” that is produced by quinine was only displayed by chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans (Steiner et al., 2001). It was also found that the specific taste reactivity behaviors exhibited by the monkeys studied depended on how they were evolutionarily related to each other (Steiner et al., 2001).

Although the behaviors elicited are not exactly the same as in primates and humans, rodents also exhibit taste reactivity behavior. Rats and hamsters have been the experimental animals of choice. Grill and Norgren found that in rats, sucrose elicited a very consistent pattern of mouth movements, tongue protrusions and lateral tongue movements (Grill & Norgren, 1978a, 1978b) and paw licking (Berridge, Grill, & Norgren, 1981; Grill & Berridge, 1985), while quinine elicits an entirely different pattern consisting of gapes, chin rubs, headshakes, and forelimb flails, with occasional lateral tongue movements (Grill & Norgren, 1978a). The responses to NaCl and hydrochloric acid (HCl) were found to be similar to sucrose (Grill & Norgren, 1978a). The responses to a battery of umami stimuli in rats produced a high number of ingestive responses and a comparatively low number of aversive responses, with MSG producing the highest number of ingestive responses (Grill & Flynn, 1987; Grill, Flynn, & Schwartz, 1987). Rat pups also demonstrate some taste reactivity behaviors between the ages of 1-4 days old to sweet, acidic, and bitter stimuli (Ganchrow, Steiner, & Canetto, 1986). Hamsters produced the same taste reactivity behaviors in response to a series of three different sweet stimuli and three different bitter stimuli that were also observed by Grill and
Norgren in rats (Brining et al., 1991). Hamsters’ overall responses differed from rats relative to acids and salt stimuli (Brining et al., 1991). Acids produced mouth movements, tongue protrusions, and lateral tongue protrusions, which are similar at first to rats (ingestive), but later on during the time course of the experiment, acids started producing gapes and smaller amounts of forelimb flailing, fluid rejection, and aversive posturing (Brining et al., 1991). The three different salt stimuli produced the same amount of ingestive behaviors as seen with the acid stimuli, but produced both a higher quantity of aversive behaviors and evoked the two other aversive behaviors of locomotion and chin rubbing (Brining et al., 1991). In response to three bitter stimuli, hamsters produced almost entirely aversive taste reactivity behaviors and only a small amount of ingestive behaviors (lateral tongue protrusions and tongue protrusions) (Brining et al., 1991).

Several experimental manipulations have been used to study and modify taste reactivity behaviors in rats. Lesions to the ventromedial edge of the ventral pallidum/substantia innominata produce an increase in aversive taste reactivity behaviors in response to sucrose (Cromwell & Berridge, 1993). Wild-type and decerebrated rats did not display any difference in taste reactivity behaviors (Grill & Norgren, 1978b), but removal of structures that lead to partial thalamic degeneration produced aversion behaviors (similar to those in response to quinine) to not only quinine, but also sucrose, NaCl, and HCl (Grill & Norgren, 1978b). In one study, morphine and naltrexone were administered to rats and they were found to alter taste reactivity behaviors (Parker, Maier, Rennie, & Crebolder, 1992). In response to quinine, morphine decreased the number of aversive behaviors and naltrexone did not have an effect on aversive behaviors (Parker, Maier, Rennie, & Crebolder, 1992). In response to sucrose, morphine did not have an effect on ingestive behaviors and naltrexone decreased the number of ingestive behaviors (Parker, Maier, Rennie, & Crebolder, 1992). On the other hand, a study that administered morphine alone to rats and then administered a solution containing both sweet and bitter components leaving a longer interval between morphine administration and taste reactivity testing, found that only the ingestive hedonic behaviors were increased, while aversive behaviors stayed the same (Doyle, Berridge, & Gosnell, 1993). Sodium depletion in rats increases their ingestive hedonic taste reactivity behaviors and eliminated the aversive taste reactivity behaviors in response to salt solutions (Berridge, Flynn, Schulkin, & Grill, 1984). In rodents, hunger (by either deprivation for 24 or 48 hours) increases the number of ingestive taste reactivity behaviors to sucrose, water, or a sucrose-quinine mixture (Berridge, 1991). However, if a rodent has just eaten, has been administered cholecystokinin (Grill, 1995), or received a glucose gastric load (Cabanac & Lafrance, 1990), the number of ingestive taste reactivity behaviors that were elicited from sucrose (Cabanac & Lafrance, 1990), water, and a sucrose-quinine mixture (Berridge, 1991) were reduced. Reducing the body weight of rats by 10% did not show this decrease in hedonic responses to sucrose after administration of a gastric load (Cabanac & Lafrance, 1991). Also, administration of an i.p. injection of lithium chloride (LiCl) after sucrose administration during a taste reactivity test over multiple times also altered the taste reactivity responses to sucrose, and produced an increase in aversive behaviors depending on the number of exposures (Breslin, Spector, & Grill, 1992). Lastly, treatment with the drug, chlordiazepoxide (a benzodiazepine) increased the number of
hedonic ingestive taste reactivity behaviors and only modified the amount of aversive taste reactivity behaviors a small amount in rats (Berridge & Treit, 1986).

In mice, only two different strains, FVB/NJ and ICR outbred, have been utilized in taste reactivity experiments to only a handful of taste stimuli (Kiefer, Hill, & Kaczmarek, 1998; Travers, Herman, Yoo, & Travers, 2007). Neither of these studies included any umami compounds. In this study, I wanted to measure taste reactivity behaviors in response to both basic taste stimuli and two umami stimuli in B6 mice to determine whether they had a palatable or aversive nature. In order to do this, I had to make some modifications to Grill and Norgren’s original taste reactivity procedure to make it easier to perform in mice (Grill & Norgren, 1978a). The taste reactivity chamber was made smaller, so the mice had less area to move around in. This made it easier to videotape their behaviors. I also added a lid (with holes in it) so that the mice could not jump out of the chamber during training and testing sessions. I also modified the list of behaviors quantified because not all of the taste reactivity behaviors, originally found in their experiment performed with rats (Grill & Norgren, 1978a), were possible to see in B6 mice because of their significantly smaller size and dark pigmentation.

Materials and Methods

Experiment 1: Two-Bottle Test

Animals

A total of 10 naïve C57BL/6J mice (5 males and 5 females) were used for these experiments. They were either bred in the animal colony or purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Prior to testing, animals were group housed and separated according to sex in standard plastic mouse cages (28x17.5x13 cm) with ad libitum access to normal dry pellet chow and water. At the time of testing, animals were approximately 3-5 months old.

Testing Apparatus

Mice were tested in individual plastic mouse cages with wire mesh grids and kept in the animal facility during the entire test. Two Pyrex glass test tubes with metal sipper tubes (bottles) inserted inside rubber stoppers were put side by side into spaces between the metal grid on the right side where food is normally placed and the rodent chow was placed where the water bottle would normally be. The metal sipper tubes of both bottles were placed exactly the same distance into the cage.

Solutions

Solutions used for the 2-bottle experiment in Aim 1 included: deionized (DI) water, 0.03 M sucrose, 0.1 M sucrose, 0.01 M sodium saccharin, 0.1 M sodium saccharin,
0.03 M MPG+10 µM amiloride (amil), 0.3 M MPG+10 µM amil, 0.03 M MPG+0.1 M IMP+10 µM amil, 0.3 M MPG+0.1 M IMP+10 µM amil, 0.03 M MSG+10 µM amil, 0.3 M MSG+10 µM amil, 0.03 M MSG+0.01 M IMP+10 µM amil, 0.3 M MSG+0.01 M IMP+10 µM amil, 0.0001 M IMP, 0.01 M IMP, 0.00003 M QHCl, and 0.0001 M QHCl (Table 3-1). Each of the solutions was prepared fresh on the first day that each stimulus was presented to the mice during each 48-hr test exposure. Each mouse was given each of the 18 stimuli and a different stimulus was given every 48-hours, with breaks over the weekends in which the two bottles were only filled with water. Amiloride was added to the umami solutions to prevent binding to epithelial sodium channels in the taste buds.

**Two-Bottle Test Procedure**

The amount of each liquid consumed was weighed every 24-hours (during the light cycle) and solutions were refilled as needed. The bottles were then put back in the cage as described previously, except that the bottle positions were switched to prevent a possible side bias (Bachmanov et al., 2002; Lush, 1984; Tordoff & Bachmanov, 2002). Each mouse was weighed every 48-hours. Each mouse was given *ad libitum* access to each solution for 48-hours and then the bottles were removed, cleaned, and refilled with a new solution.

**Analysis**

*Mean Preference Ratio.* During the two-bottle test, the amount of both water and solution consumed was measured every 24-hours during each 48-hour exposure to each solution. These recorded values were used to calculate the mean preference ratio \([(solution consumed day 1/ total liquid consumed day 1) + (solution consumed day 2/total liquid consumed day 2)]/2\) of each taste solution.

*Total Solution Consumed.* During the two-bottle test, the amount of each taste solution (i.e. sucrose) consumed was recorded every 24-hours during each 48-hour exposure to each solution. For each animal, these recorded values were used to calculate the total solution consumed (solution consumed on Day 1 + solution consumed on Day 2). Then the average was calculated for the total solution consumed from each animal tested with that solution.

*Statistics.* Friedman Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance with Dunn’s post-hoc tests were performed on both the calculated values for each taste stimulus tested: Mean Preference Ratios and Total Solution Consumed.

**Experiment 2: Taste Reactivity Test**

**Animals**

A total of 46 naïve C57BL/6J mice were behaviorally tested and video-recorded in a taste reactivity chamber with intra-oral stimulation, and also used for subsequent
Table 3-1. All Taste Stimuli Tests in One Group of 10 Animals during the Two-Bottle Test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taste Stimuli Administered</th>
<th>1st Concentration</th>
<th>2nd Concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DI Water</td>
<td>DI Water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03 M Sucrose</td>
<td>0.1 M Sucrose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01 M Saccharin</td>
<td>0.1 M Saccharin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00003 M QHCl</td>
<td>0.0001 M QHCl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03 M MPG+amil</td>
<td>0.3 M MPG+amil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03 M MPG+0.01 M IMP+amil</td>
<td>0.3 M MPG+0.01 M IMP+amil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03 M MSG+amil</td>
<td>0.3 M MSG+amil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03 M MSG+0.01 M IMP+amil</td>
<td>0.3 M MSG+0.01 M IMP+amil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0001 M IMP</td>
<td>0.01 M IMP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
c-fos studies. Of this total (46), 35 mice were used for histological analysis in the c-fos studies (H2O n=4, MPG+amil n=5, MPG+IMP+amil n=6, QHCl=7, SAC n=7, SUC n=7) and taste reactivity behavior was analyzed from video files in 25 mice (H20 n=2, MPG+amil n =4, MPG+IMP+amil n=6, QHCl n=9, SAC n=2, SUC n=2). The reasons that 11/46 animals were not used for analysis of c-fos were due to errors with the histology; these are detailed later (Chapter 4, Materials and Methods). The reasons for using even smaller groups for analysis of taste reactivity (except QHCl; see below) were chiefly technical in nature: a change to a smaller chamber design and technical difficulties with the camera. It is important to emphasize that although chamber conditions were varied somewhat within groups, the c-fos experiments should not be affected since stimulus delivery was through the intra-oral cannula, which was the same in all iterations of the experimental chamber design. In two mice stimulated with QHCl, the histology was not usable, although I included the behavior in the taste reactivity results.

Both males and females (H20= 2 males, QHCl= 6 males and 3 females, SUC= 2 females, SAC= 1 male and 1 female, MPG+amil= 4 females, MPG+IMP+amil= 6 females) were used for these experiments and were either bred in the animal colony or purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Prior to testing, animals were group housed and separated according to sex in standard plastic mouse cages (28x17.5x13 cm) with ad libitum access to normal dry pellet chow and water. At the time of testing, animals were approximately 3-5 months old.

Testing Apparatus

Mice were tested in a custom-made taste reactivity chamber, which was a specially made, transparent, round Plexiglas chamber with a diameter of 4.5 inches. It sat on a base that elevated it 9.25 inches above the counter and contained a mirror so that the animal could be seen from all angles. The chamber was cleaned after the conclusion of each testing session to remove both traces of the previous animal and the taste solution used.

Solutions

Solutions used were 0.01 M sodium saccharin, 1 M sucrose, 0.003 M QHCl, 0.1 M MPG+10 µM amil, 0.1 M MPG+0.01 M IMP+10 µM amil, and DI water (Table 3-2). The solutions were prepared fresh and diluted with DI water, either the day before or the day of testing. Amiloride was added to the umami solutions to prevent binding to epithelial sodium channels in the taste buds.

Taste Reactivity Training and Test

After recovery from surgery, each mouse was put into the Taste Reactivity Chamber for two, twenty-minute training sessions on two consecutive days (Days 3 and 4) to allow the mice to acclimate to the new environment. During the twenty-minute session, tubing connected to a 25-gauge needle on a 10 cc syringe was connected to the
Table 3-2. Taste Stimuli Tested, Number of Groups Tested, and Number of Animals in Each Group Used in the Taste Reactivity Test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimuli Tested</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DI Water</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.003 M QHCl</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M Saccharin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 M Sucrose</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M MPG+amil</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 M MPG+0.01 M IMP+amil</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cannula on the mouse and water was forced into the cannula via a syringe pump (Harvard apparatus) with a flow rate of 0.10 ml/min. The pump was turned on for 15 seconds and DI water was administered, then turned off for the next 45 seconds and repeated continuously throughout the rest of the training session (20 total exposures). On the fifth day, either a taste solution or water was then forced into the cannula and the experiment was repeated in the same manner as in training. During this test, the animal was videotaped and the orofacial responses were then observed at a later date. Two hours after the initiation of the trial, the mouse was perfused and the brain tissue was processed for c-fos. A summary of the procedure can be found in Table 3-3.

Analysis

The following behaviors were recorded the first time they occurred during the first 15 seconds (during which the mouse was actually being administered the taste stimuli via its intra-oral cannula) of each trial and the number of trials a behavior occurred in were summed and divided by the total number of trials (20).

*Mouth Movements.* This behavior was recorded each time the mouse was observed moving its mouth (without its paws in front of it) in response to taste stimuli.

*Paws to Mouth.* This behavior was recorded each time the mouse was observed using both hands to form a cup underneath its mouth.

*Paw Shaking.* This behavior was recorded each time the mouse was observed frantically shaking its front paws.

*Facial Grooming.* This behavior was recorded each time the mouse was observed brushing the sides of its face.

*Body Grooming.* This behavior was recorded when the animal was observed brushing or licking the area from its neck to the tip of its tail.

*Rearing.* This behavior was recorded each time the mouse was observed with its hind paws on the bottom of the chamber and its front paws on the side of the chamber.

*Chin Rubbing.* This behavior was recorded each time the mouse was observed rubbing its chin against the bottom of the chamber.

*Spitting.* This behavior was recorded when a stream of liquid was observed coming out of the mouse’s mouth.

*Jumping.* This behavior was recorded when the animal was observed in the air with none of its paws touching the bottom of the chamber.

*Statistics.* Either one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests followed by post-hoc Bonferroni tests or Kruskal-Wallis tests followed by Dunn’s post hoc tests were
Table 3-3. Taste Reactivity Protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Intra-Oral Cannula Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DI Water Taste Reactivity Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>DI Water Taste Reactivity Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Taste Reactivity Test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
performed for each of the nine behaviors elicited by each of the taste stimuli. When using the ANOVA statistical test, the following two factors are assumed: that the data are normally distributed and the variances for each group are equal. In order to determine if these were indeed true, they were tested. If either one of these tests failed, the non-parametric equivalent, Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis on ranks was used instead that does not make the same assumptions.

Results

Experiment 1: Two-Bottle Tests

Mice were tested with a battery of taste stimuli including DI water, two concentrations of sucrose, two concentrations of saccharin, two concentrations of MPG+IMP+amil, two concentrations of MSG+IMP+amil, two concentrations of MPG+amil, two concentrations of MSG+amil, two concentrations of IMP, and two concentrations of QHCl. In general, mice preferred the sweet stimuli to all other tastants, while umami stimuli were preferred compared to DI water. As expected, mice drank equally and indiscriminately between the two DI water tubes (sign of indifference) and avoided the bitter stimuli relative to water.

Preference (Chi-square = 126.604, df = 16 degrees of freedom, p = <0.001) and consumption (Chi-square = 123.643, df = 16, p = <0.001) of each taste stimulus was compared to water and compared each stimulus to each other using a Friedman Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance with Dunn’s post-hoc tests. Mice had a significantly higher preference for 0.1 M sucrose, 0.03 M sucrose, 0.01 M saccharin, 0.03 M MSG+IMP, 0.3 M MSG+IMP, and 0.01 M IMP compared to the water average (obtained from the two 48-hour water intervals) (Figure 3-1A). Mice significantly preferred 0.1 M sucrose to 0.01 M saccharin, 0.3 M MPG, 0.3 M MPG+IMP, 0.03 M MSG, and 0.0001 M IMP (Figure 3-2A). Mice also significantly preferred 0.01 M saccharin to 0.0001 M IMP and 0.3 M MPG+IMP (Figure 3-3). Mice also significantly preferred 0.03 M sucrose, 0.1 M sucrose, 0.01 M saccharin, 0.3 M MSG, 0.03 M MSG+IMP, 0.3 M MSG+IMP and 0.01 M IMP to 0.00003 M QHCl (Figure 3-4A). Mice significantly preferred 0.03 M sucrose, 0.1 M sucrose, 0.01 M saccharin, 0.03 M MPG, 0.3 M MPG+IMP, 0.3 M MSG, 0.03 M MSG+IMP, and 0.01 M IMP to 0.00001 M QHCl (Figure 3-4B).

Mice had a significantly higher consumption (in mL) of 0.1 M Sucrose, 0.3 M MPG, 0.3 M MSG, and 0.3 M MSG+IMP compared to the water average (Figure 3-1B). Mice significantly consumed more 0.1 M sucrose than 0.03 M MPG, 0.03 M MSG, and 0.0001 M IMP (Figure 3-2B). Mice significantly consumed more 0.3 M MSG+IMP compared to 0.03 M MPG, 0.03 M MPG+IMP, 0.03 M MSG, 0.03 M MSG+IMP, and 0.0001 M IMP (Figure 3-5A). Mice significantly consumed more 0.3 M MSG compared to 0.0001 M IMP and 0.03 M MSG (Figure 3-5B). The mice showed significantly lower consumption of 0.00003 M QHCl compared to 0.03 M sucrose, 0.1 M sucrose, 0.01 M
Figure 3-1. Overall Comparison of Taste Solution Preference and Consumption of Sweet, Umami, and Bitter Stimuli to Water to Determine Their Palatability in B6 Mice.

Notes: (A) Mean (+ SEM) preference ratio for B6 mice during exposure to a battery of taste stimuli. The mice show a significantly higher preference for both concentrations of sucrose, 0.01 M saccharin, both concentrations of MSG+IMP, and 0.01 M IMP compared to water. (B) Mean (+ SEM) solution consumption for B6 mice during exposure to a battery of taste stimuli. B6 mice had a significantly higher consumption (in mL) of 0.1 M sucrose, 0.3 M MSG, 0.3 M MSG+IMP, and 0.3 M MPG compared to water. Dotted line indicates indifference to a taste stimulus. *P< 0.05.
Figure 3-2. Comparison to Investigate the Similarity in Preference and Consumption Between All of the Sweet and Umami Stimuli in B6 Mice.

Notes: (A) Mean (+ SEM) preference ratio for B6 mice in response to sweet and umami stimuli. The mice show a significantly higher preference for 0.1 M sucrose than 0.01 M saccharin, 0.3 M MPG, 0.3 M MPG+IMP, 0.03 M MSG and 0.0001 M IMP. (B) Mean (+ SEM) solution consumption of B6 mice of sweet and umami stimuli. The mice had a significantly higher consumption of 0.1 M sucrose compared to 0.03 M MPG, 0.03 M MSG, and 0.0001 M IMP. Dotted line indicates indifference to a taste stimulus. *P< 0.05.
Figure 3-3. Comparison to Investigate the Similarity in Preference Between Saccharin and All of Umami Stimuli in B6 Mice.

Notes: Mean (+ SEM) preference ratio for B6 mice during exposure to saccharin and umami taste stimuli. B6 mice had a significantly higher preference of 0.01 M saccharin compared to 0.03 M MPG+IMP and 0.0001 M IMP. Dotted line indicates indifference to a taste stimulus. *P< 0.05.
Notes: (A) Mean (+ SEM) preference ratio for B6 mice during exposure to 0.00003 M QHCl (bitter), sweet, and umami taste stimuli. The mice show a significantly lower preference for 0.00003 M QHCl compared to both concentrations of sucrose, 0.3 M MSG, 0.03 M MSG+IMP, 0.3 M MSG+IMP, and 0.01 M IMP. (B) B6 mice had a significantly lower preference of 0.0001 M QHCl compared to both concentrations of sucrose, 0.01 M saccharin, 0.03 M MPG, 0.03 M MPG+IMP, 0.3 M MSG, 0.03 M MSG+IMP, 0.3 M MSG+IMP, and 0.01 M IMP. (C) Mean (+ SEM) solution consumption for B6 mice during exposure to 0.0001 M QHCl (bitter), sweet, and umami stimuli. The mice show significantly lower consumption of 0.00003 M QHCl compared to 0.03 M sucrose, 0.1 M sucrose, 0.01 M saccharin, 0.3 M MPG, 0.3 M MPG+IMP, 0.3 M MSG, 0.3 M MSG+IMP, and 0.01 M IMP. (D) B6 mice had a significantly lower consumption of 0.0001 M QHCl compared to 0.03 M sucrose, 0.1 M sucrose, 0.3 M MPG, 0.3 M MPG+IMP, 0.3 M MSG, and 0.3 M MSG+IMP. Dotted line indicates indifference to a taste stimulus. *P< 0.05.
Figure 3-5. Comparison to Investigate the Similarity in Consumption Between All of the Umami Stimuli in B6 Mice.

Notes: (A) Mean (+ SEM) solution consumption for B6 mice during exposure to umami stimuli. The mice show significantly higher consumption of 0.3 M MSG+IMP compared to 0.03 M MSG, 0.03 M MSG+IMP, 0.03 M MPG, 0.03 M MPG+IMP, and 0.0001 M IMP. (B) Mean (+ SEM) solution consumption for B6 mice during exposure to umami stimuli. The mice also significantly consumed more of 0.3 M MSG compared to 0.0001 M IMP and 0.03 M MSG. Dotted line indicates indifference to a taste stimulus. *P< 0.05.
saccharin, 0.3 M MPG, 0.3 M MPG+IMP, 0.3 M MSG, 0.3 M MSG+IMP, and 0.01 M IMP. (Figure 3-4C). Lastly, B6 mice had a significantly lower consumption of 0.0001 M QHCl compared to 0.03 M sucrose, 0.1 M sucrose, 0.3 M MPG, 0.3 M MPG+IMP, 0.3 M MSG, and 0.3 M MSG+IMP. (Figure 3-4D).

Experiment 2: Taste Reactivity Behavior

Overall

Each mouse was put into a taste reactivity chamber and stimulated with only one of the following stimuli over the course of 20 minutes: DI Water, Sucrose, Saccharin, MPG+amil, MPG+IMP+amil, and QHCl. Nine taste reactivity behaviors were able to be identified. The number of occurrences [one time for each behavior during each of the 20 (15 second) stimulations during each test session] was quantified from the recorded sessions and analyzed.

Consistency of TR Behavior Patterns during Stimulation with Each Taste Compound

In general, if a behavior was elicited by a taste stimulus, it was quantified during the entire 20-minute trial, with a few exceptions. The first exception was paw shaking. All of the stimuli produced paw shakes consistently, except for in response to sucrose and saccharin (Figure 3-6A). Rearing was also elicited consistently throughout the test for all stimuli except for sucrose and saccharin, in which it did not occur until the end of the test on those tastants (Figure 3-6B). Chin rubbing only consistently occurred during the entire 20-minute trial in response to QHCl (Figure 3-6C). When spitting occurred, it was only produced consistently throughout the 20-minute trial by one stimulus, QHCl (Figure 3-6D). When jumping occurred, it was towards the end of the test (Figure 3-6E) Lastly, facial grooming occurred consistently throughout the entire trial in response to all stimuli except for QHCl, where it occurred at the beginning of the trial and then stopped completely (Figure 3-7D).

Differences in TR Behavior Between Each Stimulus

Every one of the nine behaviors was displayed in the course of testing all of the six stimuli, but none of the six taste stimuli elicited all nine of the behaviors during a testing session (Figure 3-8). This is illustrated in the overall summary graph that shows the percent of trials each behavior was observed in response to each of the six of the taste stimuli. Each taste stimulus elicited a variety of responses, with the exception of the two umami taste stimuli, MPG+IMP+amil and MPG+amil (Figure 3-8E and F), in which both elicited an overall similar variety of behaviors which included a similar percentage of occurrences all of the behaviors quantified except for chin rubbing (which did not occur at all in both stimuli). The majority of the responses to water (Figure 3-8A) were paws-to-mouth, paw shakes, rearing, face grooming, and mouth movements. In response to QHCl (Figure 3-8B), the same behaviors were exhibited as the other taste stimuli, but
Figure 3-6. Non-Appetitive Taste Reactivity Behaviors in Response to All the Taste Stimuli and Their Occurrence over 20-Minute (1-Minute) Trials.

Notes: (A) All of the stimuli except for sucrose and saccharin elicited paw shakes during the majority of the 1-minute trials. (B) Rearing was produced by all the stimuli, but in sucrose and saccharin, it was not produced until the last half of the trials. (C) Chin rubbing only consistently occurred during the entire 20-minute trial in response to QHCl. (D) Spitting only occurred consistently throughout all trials in response to QHCl. (E) In the four taste stimuli (H2O, MPG, MPG+IMP, and QHCl) that jumping is elicited, it occurred towards the end of the taste reactivity trial.
Figure 3-7. Appetitive Taste Reactivity Behaviors in Response to All the Taste Stimuli and Their Occurrence over 20-Minute (1-Minute) Trials.

Note: In A-C, all of the behaviors are observed throughout the 20-minute test, with the exception of facial grooming (D) during QHCl stimulation, which occurred at the beginning of the trials and then stopped completely.
Figure 3-8. Overview of Taste Reactivity Behaviors in Response to Each of the Taste Stimuli.

Note: Each taste stimuli tested seems to evoke a different percent of each of the nine taste reactivity behaviors overall during a 20-minute testing session, except for the two umami stimuli, the synergistic mixture (E) MPG+IMP+amil and (F) MPG+amil.
additionally, there was either an increase or the initial appearance of rearing, spitting, jumps, and chin rubs. In response to sucrose (Figure 3-8C), the majority of the behaviors exhibited were paws-to-mouth, mouth movements, and face grooming. In response to saccharin (Figure 3-8D), the majority of the behaviors mice exhibited were paws-to-mouth, body grooming, face grooming, and mouth movements. In the three groups that only had two animals in each group: water, sucrose, and saccharin, individual graphs were made of the percentage of taste reactivity behaviors in response to those stimuli. The taste reactivity behaviors from each individual animal stimulated with water are shown in Figure 3-9A and B. The graphs from the individual animals stimulated with sucrose are shown in Figure 3-9C and D. Lastly, the graphs from the individual animals stimulated with saccharin are shown in Figure 3-9E and F. These figures illustrate that there is variability between the mice in how often they elicit the taste reactivity behaviors and accounts for the larger error bars in these smaller groups, but also demonstrates that the kinds of behaviors elicited by a stimulus are consistent, even if the levels are not entirely the same.

Either one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests followed by post-hoc Bonferroni tests or Kruskal-Wallis tests followed by Dunn’s post-hoc tests were performed for each of the nine behaviors elicited by each of the taste stimuli. All of the taste stimuli, except for QHCl, produced body grooming (Figure 3-10A). The incidence of body grooming during stimulation with each of the six taste stimuli were significantly different, further analysis using the Dunn’s post hoc test did not reveal which of the six taste stimuli were significantly different from each other (df=5, H=13.819, p=0.017) (Figure 3-10A). While all taste stimuli produced paw shaking in the mice, the percentage produced during saccharin (df (5,19), F=8.446, p<0.001), sucrose (df(5,19), F=8.446, p=0.014), MPG (df(5,19), F=8.446, p=0.018), and MPG+IMP (df(5,19), F=8.446, p=0.032) stimulation was significantly lower than during QHCl stimulation (Figure 3-10B). There was a statistically significant difference between all of the tastant groups in eliciting chin rubs (df=5, H=14.953, p=0.011), but the Dunn’s post hoc test analysis could not discern which individual tastants were different (Figure 3-10C). All of the taste stimuli produced facial grooming during stimulation, but the percentage that was displayed during stimulation with QHCl was significantly lower than the percentage displayed during stimulation with MPG (df=5, H=18.679, p=0.002) (Figure 3-10D). The incidence of rearing in response to sucrose (df(5,19), F=6.011, p=0.020), saccharin (df(5,19), 6.011, p=0.045), and MPG+IMP (df(5,19), F=6.011, p=0.017) was significantly lower than to QHCl (Figure 3-10E). Lastly, there was a significant difference found between the groups in the amount of spitting, but the Dunn’s post-hoc test was not able to elucidate which groups were different from each other (df=5, H=20.099, p=0.001) (Figure 3-10F).
Figure 3-9. Taste Reactivity Behavior Responses of Individual Animals Stimulated with Water, Sucrose, and Saccharin.

Note: Illustrates the individual variability in the number of trials each behavior occurs in water-stimulated (A) and (B), sucrose-stimulated (C) and (D), and saccharin-stimulated (E) and (F) animals.
Figure 3-10. The Incidence of the Occurrence of 6 Different Taste Reactivity Behaviors during Stimulation with Each of the Different Taste Stimuli.

Notes: A) The incidence of body grooming during stimulation was significantly different between the six taste stimuli. B) The incidence of paw shaking during QHCl stimulation is significantly higher than with stimulation of sucrose, saccharin, the synergistic mixture (MPG+IMP) and MPG. There also seems to be a trend of the more bitter stimuli (QHCl and water) to have more paw shakes, followed by an intermediate amount occurring during stimulation with the two umami stimuli (MPG and MPG+IMP), followed by the smallest amount of paw shakes occurring during stimulation with the sweet stimulation (sucrose and saccharin). C) The incidence of chin rubbing was significantly different between the six taste stimuli. D) The incidence of facial grooming that occurs during stimulation with MPG is significantly higher than when the animal is stimulated with QHCl. E) The incidence of rearing during stimulation with QHCl was significantly higher than during stimulation with sucrose, saccharin, and the synergistic mixture (MPG+IMP). F) The incidence of spitting during stimulation was significantly different between the taste stimuli. *P< 0.05.
Discussion

Experiment 1: Preference Tests

In summary, we performed two-bottle tests with a battery of different taste stimuli on B6 mice to assess, which stimuli were preferred, and which were aversive. The B6 mice preferred all the sweet and umami compounds to water and avoided both concentrations of QHCl (Figure 3-1A). However, one of the umami stimuli, 0.3 M MSG+IMP, was consumed at the same level as sucrose (Figure 3-1B).

The large consumption (average total amount of solution consumed) and high preference ([(solution consumed day 1/ total liquid consumed day 1) +(solution consumed day 2/total liquid consumed day 2)]/2) of the two sweet stimuli (sucrose and saccharin) and some of the different types of umami stimuli (MSG, MPG, MPG+IMP, and IMP) found in this study indicate that they are highly palatable to this strain of mice. This pattern of preference has been found previously in this strain of mice with sucrose, saccharin (Bachmanov, Tordoff, et al., 2001), MSG, and IMP (Bachmanov et al., 2000). No other study has used MPG and combined MPG+IMP and MSG+IMP in two-bottle tests utilizing mice. There are no studies performed in rats using the same concentrations of umami stimuli that were used in this study. However, there are two studies in rats that used lower concentrations of umami stimuli and the rats seem to only prefer umami stimuli at lower concentrations compared to mice (Miura, Ooki, Kanemaru, & Harada, 2014; Grill and Flynn, 1987). In the higher concentration of umami stimuli used in the rats, the rats showed a very low preference ratio, similar to the 0.0001 M QHCl used in this study (Grill and Flynn, 1987). This illustrates a possible species difference between mice and rats.

Based on both electrophysiological data (Tokita et al., 2012) and CTA data (Saites et al., 2015) obtained in the Bougher lab, I expected that the synergistic mixtures (MSG+IMP and MPG+IMP) used in this experiment would be preferred at a similar level as sucrose, since it seems like MPG+IMP is considered by mice both to taste similar and activate the same neurons. This was true for both concentrations of MSG+IMP, but not for MPG+IMP, as seen in Figure 3-2A and B. It is possible that the K+ ion in the concentrations of MPG that were used made this amino acid bitter and therefore less preferred and consumed than both MSG and the sweet stimuli. I also expected that the synergistic mixtures would be preferred more than either MPG or MSG individually. This was true for both concentrations of MSG and MPG, as seen in Figure 3-2A and B. When each was combined with IMP, the preference ratio increased for both. Even though amino acids contain a similar caloric load as sugars, only one of these umami stimuli produced consumption similar to sucrose, the higher concentration of MSG+IMP, with the higher concentration of MSG not too far behind. Even though these umami stimuli were still highly preferred like the sugars were, the caloric nature did not seem to contribute to a high amount of consumption.
The non-caloric sweetener, sodium saccharin only displayed similar preference to sucrose at the higher concentration tested (0.1 M saccharin) and not at the lower concentration tested (0.01 M saccharin). This is most likely influenced by the non-caloric nature of saccharin via gastrointestinal feedback over the 48 hours that they had *ad-libitum* access to this stimulus. Also, saccharin has been shown to possess a bitter aftertaste, which may have also contributed to the lower consumption of both concentrations of saccharin. Both concentrations of saccharin displayed similar preference and consumption to that of most of the umami stimuli. This reveals that there may be an aversive taste of these stimuli, possibly similar to the bitter aftertaste of saccharin, which may be preventing the mice from consuming them in a similar manner to sucrose. Also, the umami stimuli may produce some slightly negative post-ingestive feedback that could be resulting in a lower consumption. Perhaps, at lower concentrations than were tested in this study, more of the umami stimuli would be preferred and consumed in a similar manner as sucrose. The preference ratio of the higher concentration of quinine was similar to a previous study performed in B6 mice using the same 0.0001 M concentration of quinine (Tordoff, 2007). Both concentrations of quinine were not preferred or consumed and were actively avoided compared to all of the other stimuli tested.

**Experiment 2: Taste Reactivity**

In summary, six taste stimuli were administered to mice via an intra-oral cannula during a taste reactivity test and nine behaviors were observed and quantified. All nine behaviors were consistently observed and were able to be recorded during the entire 20-minute testing session, except in a few cases. Paw shaking (*Figure 3-6A*) and rearing (*Figure 3-6B*) were not displayed until near the end of the testing with sucrose and saccharin. QHCl was the only stimulus to consistently produce spitting (*Figure 3-6D*) in response to stimulation with it. QHCl also only produced facial grooming (*Figure 3-7D*) at the very beginning of the test, but this behavior quickly ceased after the first few trials. Only the two umami stimuli (MPG+amil and MPG+IMP+amil) exhibited a similar variety and amount of each of the different taste reactivity behaviors (*Figure 3-8 E and F*). QHCl produced the most disparate results among the stimuli and produced either: none (body grooming), the lowest level (face grooming), or the highest level of behaviors (paw shaking, chin rubbing, rearing, and spitting) (*Figure 3-8 B*).

The taste reactivity behaviors that could be quantified in this study had to be modified for both the small size of the mice and for the resolution of the video recording, which was not a high-speed unit. It was not possible to identify specific lateral tongue protrusions, tongue protrusions, paw pushing, and gaping as had been previously done in rats (Grill & Norgren, 1978a), hamsters (Brining et al., 1991), and mice (Travers et al., 2007) in the recorded videos. These behaviors were therefore lumped together in one group as mouth movements.

The taste reactivity data revealed that in the B6 mouse, responses to aversive stimuli, such as quinine, are easily distinguished from other stimuli, by both the number
and specific behaviors this bitter stimulus elicits. Quinine produced the most non-appetitive behaviors which included paw shaking (Figure 3-10B), chin rubbing (Figure 3-10C), rearing (Figure 3-10 E), and spitting (Figure 3-10F). It also produced a complete lack of body grooming (Figure 3-10A) and only a small amount of face grooming (Figure 3-10D). The behaviors that were observed were similar to the ones also produced by the FVB/NJ (Travers et al., 2007) and ICR outbred strains of mice (Kiefer et al., 1998) in response to quinine, except that chin rubbing was not exhibited at all by ICR outbred mice. It is difficult to compare our data to the ICR inbred mice study because of differing methodology in terms of quantifying the behaviors. In this study, it was recorded whether or not a particular behavior occurred only in a trial in response to a tastant in B6 mice, while Keifer et al. recorded every time a behavior occurred in the ICR outbred mice. However, the frequency of these behaviors varied between B6 and FVB/NJ mice. Paw shaking, paws to mouth, rearing, chin rubbing, spitting, jumping, and mouth movements were all produced more often in B6 mice than in the FVB/NJ strain. These behaviors either did not occur at all or in a smaller number in response to the other taste stimuli tested. Also, both a species and strain difference were discovered, which was either the presence or absence of the behavior, jumping. Jumping did not occur in hamsters, rats, and ICR outbred mice, but B6 mice and FVB/NJ mice displayed jumping during taste reactivity tests. We found that the B6 mice jumped enough when we started our study that we had to get a specially designed lid made with holes in it so that the mice could not jump out of the activity chamber during testing. We separated grooming into two categories, body and face grooming, and even though other investigators put all grooming activities in one category, the amount of grooming by the B6 mice was less when combined than in the FVB/NJ strain. This finding differs from what was found in rats in one study, where the same concentration of quinine produced face washing in 80 percent of the trials (Grill & Norgren, 1978a). In another study, a lower level of facial grooming was found which was more similar to what we saw in the B6 mice (Kiefer et al., 1998). In hamsters, quinine elicits the same behaviors as we found in our study (except for jumping), just at higher levels, except for a decrease in paw shaking, most likely because they used a 0.1 M QHCl concentration compared to our 0.003 M QHCl concentration (Brining et al., 1991). These behaviors illustrate that all three species of rodents were trying to expel this stimulus from their mouth in several possible ways.

In rats, water stimulation produced paw shaking and facial grooming (Kiefer & Dopp, 1989), which was similar to the behaviors produced in ICR outbred mice (Kiefer et al., 1998) and the B6 mice in this study. The response of ICR outbred mice to water produced both mouth movements and paw shaking, which was also seen in B6 mice during water stimulation. The main difference between the two strains is that the ICR mice produced a small amount of spitting in response to water, which was not seen in either the B6 and FVB/NJ mice. The B6 and FVB/NJ mice produced similar levels of paws to mouth, mouth movements, rearing, and jumping in response to water stimulation. Water did produce a large increase in paw shaking compared to what was observed in FVB/NJ mice. This could indicate that the DI water used as a stimulus could have a slightly bitter, aversive, or acidic taste to B6 mice that may not have been detected by FVB/NJ mice. This effect has also manifested in rats, where they generalized water to be “quinine-like” (Grobe & Spector, 2008). Also, it is possible that even though the mice
had undergone several sessions of water stimulation through the cannula in their mouth by the time they were tested, they may not have been acclimated to this new sensation during the delivery of tastants and their behaviors could have been influenced by the presence of the intra-oral cannula.

The response of B6 and ICR outbred mice to sucrose also produced similar behaviors, such as mouth movements and paw shaking. However, the ICR mice also produced a small amount of spitting in response to sucrose that was not seen in the B6 mice. The response to sucrose in B6 mice was also similar to that of FVB/NJ mice, with two exceptions. B6 mice produced more paw shakes and mouth movements in response to sucrose than FVB/NJ mice did. The increase in paw shakes could have been caused by having dissolved the sucrose in the same DI water that the mice were stimulated with in the water group. B6 mice are known as a strain that prefers and ingests sucrose, so this increase in mouth movements may mean that they were responding more to the sweet taste. In rats and hamsters, sucrose elicited only mouth movements (lateral tongue protrusions and tongue protrusions), which revealed a species difference between hamsters and rats from mice (Brining et al., 1991; Grill & Norgren, 1978a). Differences in the taste reactivity procedures between studies may have also affected the differences found between the species. The lack of other behaviors being produced during testing may have been caused by the fact that the hamsters were only subjected to one 1-minute stimulation compared to the 20, 15 second-stimulations the mice in our study were subjected to. There might be a time-dependent aspect to some of the behaviors that were found to be elicited by taste reactivity. In the other study, FVB mice were stimulated with 20 1-minute trials over a time course of 30 minutes. In this study, the B6 mice were stimulated with 20, 15 seconds on/45 seconds off trials over a time course of 20 minutes. The decrease in time between the stimulation with taste stimuli may have also produced the differences found between the strains. On the other hand, a study performed in rats found the paw shaking and face grooming behaviors elicited by sucrose identical to mice in this study, but there are not enough details given in their article to be able to compare the procedure performed to ours (Kiefer & Dopp, 1989).

The response of B6 mice to MPG was similar to that found in rats. Both species produced a high level of mouth movements and a low amount of paw shaking (Grill & Flynn, 1987). This study investigated other umami compounds that were not utilized in this portion of the study, including MAG and MSG. They found that MSG produced the most ingestive taste behaviors and there was no difference between MPG and MAG. They also found that at higher concentrations, MPG produced more aversive behaviors, and at the lowest concentration, there was no difference between all three of the umami stimuli in aversive behaviors. Based on this, it is not surprising that both MPG and MPG+IMP elicited similar numbers of each of the kinds of behaviors. What was surprising is that based on the “synergism” found in the two-bottle tests performed in this study and previous electrophysiology data (Tokita & Boughter, 2012; Tokita et al., 2012), I expected to observe an increase in hedonic taste reactivity behaviors in response to MPG+IMP, but the mixture did not seem to produce a measurable increase in intensity (as behavior) in this test.
The taste reactivity test did not show much of a difference between the four preferred sweet and umami stimuli compared to each other or to water. This differs from what was found in rats, in which the number of hedonic behaviors following MSG and sucrose was found to be higher than following water. This difference could be attributed to many different factors. Firstly, this second study used MPG, which we found in our first study using two-bottle preference tests to be less preferred compared to MSG, which was used in the rat study. Secondly, this study had small group numbers, so an increase in animals may elucidate a difference that we are not currently seeing. Thirdly, in the mice in this study, it was only recorded whether or not a particular behavior occurred in a trial and in studies by Grill and Flynn, in rats, and Keifer et al., in mice, every time a behavior occurred it was recorded. In addition, in the studies by Kiefer et al. in mice and Grill and Flynn in rats, all of the behaviors were not separated out, instead, they are grouped together into two categories; either aversive or hedonic. Also, it is possible that the paws to mouth behavior, that the B6 mice in this study and the FVB/NJ mice in another study exhibited when drinking fluid, via an intra-oral cannula, could have blocked the view of the camera from being able to see the specific tongue movements that have been observed in rats (Travers et al., 2007). If for example, there is a knockout mouse that does not exhibit this paws to mouth behavior that is seen in B6 and FVB/NJ, this would make it possible to quantify these tongue movements and might hold the key to finding the differentiation between hedonic stimuli (Travers et al., 2007). Lastly, there may simply be a species difference in taste reactivity behavior in these stimuli between rats and mice.

By analysis of the taste reactivity data in a different manner, rather than just the percentage of trials a behavior occurred during the test, we found other differences and similarities between the stimuli. This analysis revealed that the majority of the behaviors occurred over the entire 20-minute test. This representation of the stimuli revealed a difference in the appearance and consistency between the umami stimuli and the sweet stimuli in the behaviors of paw shaking, jumping, and rearing. It also highlighted differences between quinine and the other taste stimuli, with jumping and spitting occurring throughout the trial, and not occurring with the other taste stimuli. Also, quinine did not produce facial grooming like the other stimuli did. Lastly, it revealed that the sweet stimuli did not produce any jumps at all during the test, only intermittently produced rearing during the second half of the test, compared to consistent rearing with the other stimuli, and did not produce consistent paw shaking throughout the trials like the other stimuli did. This method of analysis shows that there could be more differences between the taste stimuli than may be seen with other methods of quantifying the data.

Characterizing taste reactivity in mice is possible, but much more challenging to obtain than what has previously been reported in rats. The smaller mouse makes it hard to distinguish the finer mouth movements (like tongue movements and gapes) that can be seen in rats, and instead, this study, behaviors were quantified that were easier to visualize (chin, paw, and mouth movements). In summary, this method could be used successfully to identify the behavioral characteristics of aversive stimuli in mice, but not to discriminate palatable stimuli from one another.
In conclusion, relative to the initial hypothesis that sweet and umami stimuli would be similarly preferred and elicit matching orofacial behavioral patterns, the results suggested that the hypothesis was only partly correct. First, the sweet and umami stimuli were all highly preferred, especially MSG and MSG+IMP. These behavioral results reinforce that synergistic umami mixtures may be just as highly preferred as sucrose in B6 mice. This simple and high-throughput behavioral test revealed insights into the similarity of these compounds. It showed that mice both preferred them very strongly to water, but also exhibited a strong response to consuming them at a higher level than the other stimuli tested. Secondly, however, even though taste reactivity behaviors elicited by sweet (saccharin and sucrose) and umami (MPG+amil and MPG+IMP+amil) stimuli were found to not be significantly different from one another, they were also not significantly different from water. Also, looking at the percentage of trials that the sweet and umami stimuli elicit the nine different behaviors, the two umami stimuli are more similar to each other than the sweet stimuli. This did not support the portion of the hypothesis that sweet and umami compounds would elicit similar amounts of and similar taste reactivity behaviors. The only taste stimulus that was found to be significantly different from the others in quite a few behaviors (paw shakes, face grooming, and rearing) was QHCl, showing that the taste reactivity screen predominantly revealed that bitter compounds elicited clearly unique behaviors.
CHAPTER 4. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL VISUALIZATION AND 3D MAPPING OF C-FOS ELICITED FROM SWEET, BITTER, AND UMAMI STIMULI IN TASTE PORTIONS OF THE PBN IN C57BL/6J MICE

This chapter covers the anatomical portion of the experiment that investigates Specific Aim 2- to create a map of neuronal activation in the parabrachial nucleus (PBN) in response to sweet- and umami-tasting compounds, (specifically sucrose and the synergistic mixture MPG+IMP+amil) to determine if the pattern of c-fos activation is similar in sweet and umami stimuli. The following analysis includes immunohistochemistry.

Introduction

Inducible Proto-Oncogenes

Proto-oncogenes are a class of oncogenes that serve the purpose of conveying information either within a cell or between two cells (Morgan & Curran, 1991). These molecules can take many different forms, including extracellular polypeptide messengers, cell-surface receptors, protein kinases, G-proteins, and nuclear transcription factors (Morgan & Curran, 1991). In neuroscience, one commonly used molecule in this group is the fos proto-oncogene, which was also later referred to as an intermediate early gene (Lau & Nathans, 1987). The name fos was coined from the fact it was used to represent the “oncogene encoded by the Finkel-Biskis-Jinkins murine osteogenic sarcoma viruses” (Morgan & Curran, 1991, pg. 423). Later, a cellular version homologous to the viral version was found in both the mouse and humans and was named c-fos (Curran, MacConnell, van Straaten, & Verma, 1983). The c-fos gene is eventually translated to a 62 kDa nuclear protein (Muller, Bravo, Burckhardt, & Curran, 1984). C-fos is part of a family of other genes that contain leucine-zippers that are involved in transcription and can form dimers with either other members of the fos family or the jun family that also contain leucine-zippers (Herdegen & Leah, 1998; Landschulz, Johnson, & McKnight, 1988).

Fos has been found to be a general transcription factor that is induced short-term by a variety of environmental factors, such as taste (Montag-Sallaz & Montag, 2006), stress (Armario, 2006), electrical stimulation (Morganti, Odegard, & King, 2007), and analgesics as well as anesthetics (Armario, 2006; Bullitt, 1990). These stimuli are forms of new, increased, or unusual activation of neurons within the nervous system. These stimuli, in turn, produce the induction of c-fos protein and RNA relatively quickly (Morgan & Curran, 1991). The c-fos transcriptional process begins at five minutes after the stimulus in the nucleus and continues to produce mRNA for a total of 15-20 minutes (Greenberg & Ziff, 1984). This mRNA builds up inside the nucleus and is at the highest level between 30-45 minutes after the initial stimulation has first occurred and then quickly lowers back to the normal level (Morgan & Curran, 1991; Muller et al., 1984).
The $c$-$fos$ protein is then produced and reaches its highest level approximately 2 hours following the initiation of the stimulus (Muller et al., 1984). The $c$-$fos$ gene also starts a cascade that results in the eventual activation of a set of late genes (Herdegen & Leah, 1998).

In brain tissue, $c$-$fos$ and other members of the proto-oncogene family are often visualized within the nucleus of neurons by the use of immunohistochemistry (Terleph & Tremere, 2006). In these experiments immunocytochemical localization of $c$-$fos$ was utilized, since it is the most commonly used, has a commercially available antibody, and is accepted in the taste field. This technique employed $c$-$fos$ immunocytochemistry to identify where taste neurons were located in the PBN and which neurons are activated in response to sweet, bitter, and umami stimuli in B6 mice. This was done in order to determine if there are unique neurons activated with each tastant or an overlap in the distribution of the activated neurons. After stimulation with a taste solution, the mouse brain begins activating neurons in the taste pathway, and in particular, neurons within the PBN are activated (Yamamoto et al., 1994) and starts a cascade of activity that ultimately produces depolarization, via calcium ions into the PBN and other neurons, which then activates the $c$-$fos$ gene to ultimately produce the $c$-$fos$ protein in the nucleus of those neurons (Morgan & Curran, 1986). Using a $c$-$fos$ antibody and performing immunohistochemistry, each neuronal cell that was stimulated and produced the $c$-$fos$ protein can be stained and individually identified in the PBN (or other brain area being investigated). It is to be noted that in many of the cells in the CNS, except in the dentate gyrus and piriform cortex, there are normal, relatively low levels of both $c$-$fos$ mRNA and protein expression (Morgan & Curran, 1991). $C$-$fos$ is thought to be produced in response to action potentials (Fields, Eshete, Dudek, Ozsrac, & Stevens, 2001) and most likely represents “a monitor of intra-cellular second messenger levels” (Morgan & Curran, 1991, pg. 440). This technique does not interfere with methods of stimulus delivery and enables examination of multiple areas of the brain at the same time point in response to the same stimulus (Mello, 2006).

This technique does come with a few limitations. In the past, $c$-$fos$ antibodies had specificity and also stained other members of the $fos$ family (Caston-Balderrama, Cameron, & Hoffman, 1998; Van Der Gucht, Vandenbussche, Orban, Vandesande, & Arckens, 2000). This problem has been successfully resolved with newer, more specific $c$-$fos$ antibodies (Van Der Gucht et al., 2000), such as the one used in this study ($c$-$fos$, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, California). Stress and neophobia have also been found to elicit $c$-$fos$ in mice (Montag-Sallaz, Welzl, Kuhl, Montag, & Schachner, 1999). These two issues can be carefully controlled for, by having the mice handled by humans and letting them acclimate to both the testing chamber and the testing procedure before the actual testing begins. Also, $c$-$fos$ is only transcribed in response to excitatory action potentials in the brain [Krukoff, (n.d)]. Therefore, it may be possible that we will not be mapping the entire response to the taste stimuli, if it results in inhibition [Krukoff, (n.d)]. However, many previous studies have used this technique to map neuronal responses to taste compounds and have shown that it can be used successfully (Chan, Yoo, & Travers, 2004; Haino et al., 2010; Travers & Hu, 2000; Yamamoto & Sawa, 2000; Yamamoto et al., 1994; Yamamoto et al., 1993). Lastly,
quantifying c-fos is a post-mortem technique and cannot be reproduced in the exact same animal. The general taste responses of each genetically identical animal to each stimulus should be similar enough as has been found in Chapter 3, that an average of the c-fos expression should be able to be characterized to the different taste stimuli.

**Taste and c-fos**

Previous studies have used c-fos as a marker of taste-evoked activity and have identified some specific regions of the PBN subnuclei in rats, in terms of taste quality representation. For example, neurons that responded to salt taste were found in the rat to be located in the CMS subnucleus (Yamamoto et al., 1994; Yamamoto et al., 1993; Yamamoto et al., 2009). The DLS is possibly involved in the consumption of preferred and familiar substances (Yamamoto et al., 1994; Yamamoto et al., 2009). Aversive compounds, such as quinine, activated neurons in the caudal portion of the EMS and ELS (Travers et al., 1999; Yamamoto et al., 1994; Yamamoto et al., 1993). Neurons located in the rostral ELS seem to be predominantly involved with gastrointestinal visceral stimuli (Yamamoto et al., 1994). Both anatomical and electrophysiological evidence have suggested that palatable taste information, including sweet taste, has been principally found in the medial PBN and waist area in rats and mice (de Araujo, 2009; Halsell & Travers, 1997; Tokita & Boughter, 2016; Yamamoto et al., 1994). On the other hand, aversive taste information and visceral information (along with cardiovascular, respiratory, and other gastrointestinal information) was primarily found in the lateral PBN (de Araujo, 2009; Yamamoto et al., 1994).

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals**

Of the original 46 animals tested, a total of 35 male and female mice were used for analysis in these anatomical studies. The omission of these 11 mice was due to technical issues with perfusion or histology. Prior to intra-oral cannula surgery, mice were group-housed based on sex in standard plastic mouse cages (28x17.5x13 cm) with free access to normal mouse chow and water. After the surgery, mice were individually housed. The evening prior to taste reactivity testing, mice were food-deprived but continued to have free access to water. Animals were treated according to a protocol approved by the University of Tennessee Health Science Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. There were 6 groups of animals, one for each taste stimulus tested. For tissue in which the PBN was analyzed the groups were QHCl (n=7), saccharin (n=5), MPG+IMP (n=6), MPG (n=6), and a DI water group (n=4). I used the tissue from one mouse in each group to create a three-dimensional model using Neurolucida software. This tissue was selected because it was the most complete and most evenly stained set of tissue at the time, in each group. In the same 6 groups of animals, c-fos expression was also analyzed in the locus coeruleus (LC) and mesencephalic nucleus of
the trigeminal nerve (Me5) in 35 mice, except for one less mouse in the MPG group and one more mouse in the saccharin group. C-fos stained nuclei were counted in these non-gustatory areas (that are located at the same rostral-caudal level as the PBN) as a control for mouse-to-mouse variability in background c-fos expression.

Both males and females (H20= 3 males and 1 female, QHCl= 6 males and 1 female, SUC= 2 males and 5 females, SAC= 3 males and 2 females, MPG+amil= 2 males and 4 females, MPG+IMP+amil= 2 males and 4 females) were used for these experiments and were either bred in the animal colony or purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Prior to testing, animals were group housed and separated according to sex in standard plastic mouse cages (28x17.5x13 cm) with ad libitum access to normal dry pellet chow and water. At the time of testing, animals were approximately 3-5 months old.

Testing Procedures

Solutions

Solutions used for experiments in Aim 2 include 0.01 M sodium saccharin, 1 M sucrose, 0.003 M QHCl, 0.1 M MPG+10 µM amil, 0.1 M MPG+0.01 M IMP+10 µM amil, and DI water. The solutions were prepared either the day before or the day of testing. Amiloride was added to the umami solutions to prevent binding to epithelial sodium channels in the taste buds.

Perfusions and Sectioning

Immediately after the 20-minute taste reactivity testing session, each mouse was returned to their home cages, and the water was removed. Each mouse was anesthetized 2 hours after the beginning of its testing session with an intraperitoneal injection of 25% urethane and transcardially perfused with 0.1 M PBS followed by, fixative. The brain was removed, cryoprotected with a 20% sucrose/10% glycerol/0.1 M PB solution, and frozen sectioned, and immunohistochemically stained according to previously described methods (Chapter 2) and in Table 4-1. Sections were processed as free-floating at room temperature unless otherwise stated. Every other section in the area of the PBN was utilized for c-fos immunohistochemistry, which was then performed on it; the other sections were stained with cresyl violet to serve as morphological references. Control sections were processed for immunohistochemistry at the same time with the omission of the primary c-fos antibody. Figure 4-1 depicts images of brain sections illustrating c-fos staining (Figure 4-1A and B) and in the absence of primary antibody (Figure 4-1C and D), which showed no c-fos positive staining.
Table 4-1. Immunohistochemistry Steps Used for Labeling *c-fos*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histology Step</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Following perfusions, brains placed in 10% formalin, stored at 4°C</td>
<td>1-3 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brains placed in 20% sucrose/10% glycerol solution</td>
<td>24-48 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sectioning on a sliding microtome at 40 micrometers</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating sections placed in 0.1 M PB</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash: 0.1 M PB, 3x</td>
<td>5 min each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quenching: 30% H2O2</td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash: 0.1 M PB, 3x</td>
<td>5 min each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocking and Primary: Normal goat serum, 0.8% PBTx, and primary antibody, <em>c-fos</em></td>
<td>Overnight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash: 0.1 M PB, 3x</td>
<td>5 min each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary: Donkey anti-rabbit w/ 0.8% PBTx</td>
<td>1 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash: 0.1 M PB, 3x</td>
<td>5 min each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAP: Placed in Rabbit Peroxidase-Anti Peroxidase solution w/ 0.8% PBTX</td>
<td>1 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash: 0.1 M PB, 3x</td>
<td>5 min each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-DAB: Nickel Diaminobenzidine</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+H2O2</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash: 0.1 M PB, 3x</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount, dry, and coverslip</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-1.  Primary Antibody Control.

Notes: A) 10x image of a brain section from a QHCl-stimulated mouse stained for c-fos. B) 20x image of the same brain section as seen in (A) in the area inside the black box to show better detail of the c-fos staining. C) 10x image from a brain slice from the same QHCl-stimulated animal in a more caudal brain region that was processed for c-fos at the same time, but without the primary antibody. D) 20x image from the same brain slice as seen in C from the area inside the black box so you can see the lack of c-fos staining since it is missing the primary antibody.
Analysis

Three-Dimensional Reconstruction

Three-dimensional reconstruction and analysis of c-fos patterns throughout the entire gustatory portion of the PBN were traced with video guidance using Neuroulucida software (MBF Biosciences Inc., Colchester, VT) with the use of a 20x lens. This system is mounted on a Nikon Optiphot microscope. One animal per group was analyzed in this manner, both the superior cerebellar peduncle and a circular area surrounding the PBN subnuclei were traced in every other section in order (DAB-stained sections). These were used as landmarks to help align subsequent sections. In the DAB-stained sections, the c-fos reactive neurons were identified and marked using the software. The Neuroulucida software was then used to create the three-dimensional reconstructions of the tissue for the left portion of the PBN. A three-dimensional model of the superior cerebellar peduncle was also created using the Paxinos Mouse brain atlas and Blender software and used as a model for the 3-dimensional reconstruction of the PBN with actual tissue sections.

C-fos Counts

After mounting prepared tissue slices onto slides and cover-slipping them, DAB-labeled c-fos in all sections were imaged using the 10x lens of a Leica (DMRXA2, Leica Microsystems, Bannockburn, IL, USA) episcopic-fluorescence microscope equipped with a digital camera Hamamatsu ORCA-ER (Hamamatsu Photonics, Shizuoka, Japan) and imaging software (SimplePCI, Compix Inc., Cranberry Township, PA, USA). The images of all of the sections, that included all of the taste relevant portions of the PBN, (DAB-labeled and cresyl violet stained) for each animal were put in order from caudal to rostral; this included all of the taste relevant portions of the PBN. Then the images were given to the PI (J.D.B) who assigned each animal a case number, to assist in a “blind” analysis of the sections as to what tastant the mouse has been exposed to. The outlines of the PBN subnuclei (dorsal medial, medial, ventral lateral, waist area (portion of the brachium conjunctivum that spanned between the medial and the ventral lateral subnuclei), dorsal lateral, central lateral, external lateral, and external medial) were traced blindly in the tissue from 35 animals using the software Image J. The outlines of the LC and Me5 were also traced at a later time in the tissue from 35 animals using the GNU Manipulation Program (GIMP). The immunolabeled c-fos positive nuclei were counted blindly, using separate markers for each subnucleus throughout each section and continuing through the entire PBN (5-7 sections per mouse) of each brain and recorded. The immunolabeled c-fos positive nuclei in the entire LC and Me5 were also counted using separate markers for each area (6-8 sections per mouse) of each brain and recorded.

Statistics

Left and Right Portions of Subnuclei/Nuclei. The number of c-fos positive nuclei in the two sides (left and right) of each PBN subnucleus, LC, and Me5 were compared to each other using either paired t-tests or Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests. When using the
paired t-test, there is the assumption that the data is normally distributed. The normality was tested and if it failed, the non-parametric equivalent, Wilcoxon signed rank test was used instead, which does not make that assumption.

**Entire PBN, LC, and Me5.** A one-way ANOVA was performed to see if there was a difference between the total number of c-fos positive nuclei counted in the PBN response to each of the taste stimuli. Kruskal-Wallis tests were performed on the total number of c-fos positive nuclei counted in the LC and the Me5.

**Rostral, Intermediate, and Caudal Level PBN Subnuclei.** Either one-way ANOVAs or Kruskal-Wallis Tests followed by either Bonferroni or Dunn’s post-hoc tests, respectively on the number of c-fos positive nuclei in each of the eight subnuclei in these three levels. When using the ANOVA statistical test, the following two factors are assumed: that the data are normally distributed and the variances for each group are equal. In order to determine if these were indeed true, they were tested. If either one of these tests failed, the non-parametric equivalent, Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis on ranks, was used instead, which does not make the same assumptions.

**Results**

**Representation of Tissue**

Every other slice of the tissue containing the PBN was processed using immunohistochemistry to stain and visualize the neuronal marker c-fos. The remaining slices were stained with cresyl violet to visualize the anatomy of the PBN. The tissue was mounted onto slides, coverslipped, imaged, and organized into rostral-caudal order. Sections containing the PBN were subsequently delineated into eight different PBN subnuclei using Image J software. The tissue was then renamed and blindly counted. A representative example of cresyl-violet and c-fos stained tissue indicating where the c-fos positive nuclei were located on the immunohistochemically stained sections from an individual mouse is shown in **Figure 4-2.** This example illustrates the delineation and position of the subnuclei across four representative levels of the PBN. C-fos positive nuclei were counted throughout the entire taste portion of the PBN including each of these eight subnuclei, without regard to the intensity of the staining, in tissue from animals stimulated with one of each of the six different taste stimuli. Representative plots showing taste-elicited c-fos positive nuclei expressed within the intermediate level of the PBN from corresponding sections for each of the six taste stimuli are shown in **Figure 4-3.** At this one level, the sweet and MPG+IMP stimuli seem to exhibit a similar pattern of c-fos positive nuclei in the PBN. The c-fos staining pattern appears more intense, after QHCl-stimulation when compared to the other immunohistochemical staining of c-fos, although all were processed the same. (**Figure 4-3**).
Figure 4-2. Tissue from a QHCl-stimulated Animal.

Notes: Representative sections from 4 levels of the right PBN from one single B6 mouse following taste reactivity stimulation with QHCl. Cresyl violet stained sections are on the top row from caudal (A), intermediate (B) and (C), and rostral (D) levels of the PBN at 10x magnification. In the second row, underneath are the corresponding c-fos stained sections to the cresyl violet stained sections above from caudal (E), intermediate (F) and (G), and rostral (H) levels of the PBN at 10x magnification. (I) is a 20x magnification image of the c-fos stained waist of the SCP and the VL and M PBN subnuclei to more clearly see the c-fos positive nuclei. (J) is a 20x magnification image of the c-fos stained waist of the SCP, VL, and DL PBN subnuclei to more clearly see the c-fos positive nuclei. (K) is a c-fos stained 5x magnification image of the entire SCP and rostral PBN subnuclei. (wa = waist; vl = ventral lateral; m = medial, dl = dorsal lateral; BC = brachium conjunctivum; el = external lateral; em = external medial; Me5 = mesencephalic nucleus of the trigeminal nerve).
Figure 4-3. Diagrams of Delineated Subnuclei and Immunolabeled \textit{C-fos} Created from Tissue from Animals Stimulated with DI Water, Sucrose, Saccharin, MPG, MPG+IMP, and Quinine Hydrochloride.

\textbf{Notes:} These diagrams were created from one section from individual mice from the intermediate level of the PBN. The water stimulated animal exhibits less \textit{c-fos} overall in all of the PBN subnuclei. The sucrose, saccharin, and MPG+IMP stimuli seem to exhibit a similar \textit{c-fos} pattern in the PBN. The QHCl stimulated animal exhibits a more intense \textit{c-fos} staining pattern overall.
Three-Dimensional Reconstruction

The tissue regions from the taste portion of the left side of the PBN, from individual mice, stimulated with one of each of the six taste stimuli, were traced and formatted into a three-dimensional reconstructional image using Neurolucida software to look at the overall expression pattern in the PBN across space (Figures 4-4 through 4-9). All of these figures are from the left PBN, but some appear to be rotated because the slices were put on the slides backward. This method of portraying the stained c-fos positive nuclei illustrated the anatomical variation in the tissue itself, between the individual mice. Also, quite a few differences can be observed in the patterns of c-fos positive nuclei located within this tissue. The water-stimulated animal (Figure 4-4) appeared to possess less c-fos positive nuclei than the animals given other stimuli (Figures 4-5 through 4-9), even though that was not actually the case as seen in Table 4-2. The sweet stimuli (sucrose, saccharin; Figures 4-5 and 4-6) and the umami stimuli (MPG, MPG+IMP; Figures 4-7 and 4-8) evoked a similar pattern in overall c-fos expression in the PBN, but the 3D illustration highlighted subtle differences among them, including differing intensities of c-fos staining in the DM and M subnuclei. In terms of the umami stimuli, the c-fos expression pattern in the MPG+IMP-stimulated animal (Figure 4-8) was comparable to the MPG-stimulated animal (Figure 4-7), despite the fact that the MPG+IMP taster was preferred to a greater extent. The 3D illustration also highlighted the fact that QHCl (Figure 4-9), elicited the most c-fos positive nuclei overall, as was suggested with the intensity observed in the single sections, additionally, the c-fos positive nuclei are clustered closer together and seemed to encompass the entire field, instead of being isolated to only particular subnuclei.

The Neurolucida program generated data from these 3D images, such as actual dimensions of the PBN and SCP traced, the number of c-fos positive nuclei counted, and the actual distances between the c-fos positive nuclei counted in the reconstruction from each mouse that was an example of the six stimuli (Table 4-2). These values, in agreement with the images, demonstrated the variation of the tissue in each individual mouse. The data showed that even though the amount of c-fos positive nuclei activated by water appeared to be the least amount among the stimuli, there was actually less c-fos positive nuclei in the saccharin-stimulated animal, in which there was the least amount of c-fos positive nuclei counted. The other noticeable difference is that the pattern of water-induced c-fos positive nuclei was less clustered in both the SCP and the area of the PBN subnuclei.

C-fos Counts

C-fos expression data was subsequently quantified and analyzed in all mice using two-dimensional images. The number of c-fos positive nuclei in the two sides (left and right) of each PBN subnucleus were compared to each other using either paired t-tests or Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests. This was to determine if the side that the intra-oral cannula was located on might have had an effect on the laterality of the PBN c-fos staining characteristics. There were statistically significant differences found in only 5 out of the
Figure 4-4. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of the Left SCP and the PBN from a Water-Stimulated Animal.

Notes: Blue lines denote the SCP along with the blue c-fos marked inside of it. The green lines surround the PBN and contain green c-fos marked within. The red arrow illustrates x, and the green arrow illustrates y.
Figure 4-5. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of the Left SCP and the PBN from a Sucrose-Stimulated Animal.

Notes: Blue lines denote the SCP along with the blue c-fos marked inside of it. The green lines surround the PBN and contain green c-fos marked within. The red arrow illustrates x, and the green arrow illustrates y.
Figure 4-6. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of the Left SCP and the PBN from a Saccharin-Stimulated Animal.

Notes: Blue lines denote the SCP along with the blue $c\text{-}fos$ marked inside of it. The green lines surround the PBN and contain green $c\text{-}fos$ marked within. The red arrow illustrates $x$, and the green arrow illustrates $y$. 
Figure 4-7. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of the Left SCP and the PBN from an MPG-Stimulated Animal.

Notes: Blue lines denote the SCP along with the blue $c$-fos marked inside of it. The green lines surround the PBN and contain green $c$-fos marked within. The red arrow illustrates x, and the green arrow illustrates y.
Figure 4-8. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of the Left SCP and the PBN from a MPG+IMP-Stimulated Animal.

Notes: Blue lines denote the SCP along with the blue c-fos marked inside of it. The green lines surround the PBN and contain green c-fos marked within. The red arrow illustrates x, and the green arrow illustrates y.
Figure 4-9. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of the Left SCP and the PBN from a Quinine-Stimulated Animal.

Notes: Blue lines denote the SCP along with the blue $c$-fos marked inside of it. The green lines surround the PBN and contain green $c$-fos marked within. The red arrow illustrates x, and the green arrow illustrates y.
Table 4-2. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction Neurolucida Data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taste Stimulus</th>
<th>Sections counted</th>
<th>Enclosed volume of SCP (µm)</th>
<th>Surface area of SCP (µm)</th>
<th>Enclosed volume of PBN (µm)</th>
<th>Surface area of PBN (µm)</th>
<th>Total # of c-fos marked</th>
<th>Ave. Distance of c-fos in SCP (µm)</th>
<th>Ave. Distance of c-fos in PBN (µm)</th>
<th>Closest Nearest neighbor of c-fos marked in SCP</th>
<th>Closest Nearest neighbor of c-fos marked in PBN</th>
<th>Farthest Nearest neighbor of c-fos marked in SCP</th>
<th>Farthest Nearest neighbor of c-fos marked in PBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.75E+07</td>
<td>5.46E+05</td>
<td>1.00E+08</td>
<td>1.85E+06</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>140.5</td>
<td>91.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinine</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.30E+07</td>
<td>4.14E+05</td>
<td>7.25E+07</td>
<td>1.63E+06</td>
<td>1365</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucrose</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.80E+07</td>
<td>5.63E+05</td>
<td>7.22E+07</td>
<td>1.66E+06</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>134.1</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccharin</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.54E+07</td>
<td>4.80E+05</td>
<td>1.22E+08</td>
<td>2.19E+06</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>127.3</td>
<td>111.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPG</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.68E+07</td>
<td>4.70E+05</td>
<td>1.08E+08</td>
<td>1.80E+06</td>
<td>852</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>147.9</td>
<td>130.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPG+IMP</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.48E+07</td>
<td>6.52E+05</td>
<td>1.05E+08</td>
<td>1.62E+06</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>176.4</td>
<td>125.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: These data are from the Neurolucida system from each of the 3-D reconstructions of c-fos positive nuclei produced throughout the entire taste portion of the PBN after stimulation with 6 different stimuli. This demonstrates that there is extensive variation between the tissue (volume and surface area), distribution, and number of c-fos positive nuclei in each brain. One noticeable difference is that DI water stimulation seems to produce less clustered c-fos positive nuclei in both the SCP and the area of the total PBN subnuclei.
48 total comparisons. In the H2O group, the left and right M subnuclei were significantly different from each other (t= -3.849, df=3, p=0.031). In the MPG+10µM amilor group, the left and right waist areas were significantly different (t=3.914, df=5, p=0.011) as well as the left and right DL subnuclei (t= -2.756, df=5, p=0.040). In the MPG+1MP+10µM amilor group, the left and right EM subnuclei were significantly different from each other (t=3.155, df=5, p=0.025). Finally, in the QHCl group, the left and right DM subnuclei were significantly different from each other (Z=2.197, p=0.031). The two sides (left and right) of the LC and Me5 were also compared to each other using paired t-tests or Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests and only one of these comparisons was significantly different. In the MPG+10µM amilor group, the left and right LC were significantly different from each other (t= -3.316, df=4, p=0.029).

A one-way ANOVA was performed to see if there was a difference between the total number of c-fos positive nuclei counted in the PBN response to each of the taste stimuli. It revealed that there was no significant difference between the number of c-fos positive nuclei elicited by the six stimuli (F(5, 29)=0.256, p=0.934) (Figure 4-10A). As controls, Kruskal-Wallis tests were performed on the total number of c-fos positive nuclei counted in the LC and the Me5. Neither the LC (Figure 4-10B) (H=4.958, df=5, p=0.421) nor the Me5 (Figure 4-10C) (H=2.579, df=5, p=0.764) were found to be different between the six tastant groups. Next, either one-way ANOVAs or Kruskal-Wallis tests followed by Bonferroni or Dunn’s post-hoc tests, respectively, were then performed to see if there was a difference between the number of c-fos positive nuclei counted in each of the PBN subnuclei in response to each of the taste stimuli. The only subnucleus that a significant difference was found in was the DL subnucleus (Figure 4-11). The number of c-fos positive nuclei observed in the DL of the quinine group was statistically significantly lower than in the water group (df=5, H=13.548, p=0.019) (Figure 4-12). Because only one subnucleus was significant in the entire taste portion of the PBN, I wanted to see if other subnuclei were indeed significant in a portion of the PBN, so the data was divided into caudal, intermediate, and rostral levels (Figure 4-13) and reanalyzed using each of the eight subnuclei in these three levels with either one-way ANOVAs or Kruskal-Wallis Tests followed by either Bonferroni or Dunn’s post-hoc tests, respectively. There was not a significant difference found in any of the subnuclei in the caudal region of the PBN (Figure 4-13A). In the intermediate level of the PBN, the only significant difference found was in the DL subnucleus, where the number of c-fos positive nuclei in the water group was significantly higher than in the QHCl group (Figures 4-13B and 4-14). The rostral level of the PBN is where the most significant differences are found (Figures 4-13C and 4-15). The number of c-fos positive nuclei in the waist region of the PBN was significantly higher in the saccharin-stimulated group than it was in both the water- and sucrose-stimulated groups (df=5, H=14.957, p=0.011) (Figure 4-15A). Also, the number of c-fos positive nuclei in the CL subnucleus between the stimuli was significantly different, but the Dunn’s post-hoc test was not able to ascertain exactly which groups were different (df=5, H=11.608, p=0.041) (Figure 4-15B). Lastly, the number of c-fos positive nuclei in the DL subnucleus was significantly higher in the water-stimulated group compared to the QHCl-stimulated group (F(5, 29)=2.613, p=0.045) (Figure 4-15C).
Figure 4-10. Average Number of C-fos Counted in the Entire Taste Portion of the PBN, LC, and Me5 for each Taste Stimulus.

Notes: Results of the average total number of c-fos positive nuclei counted following taste reactivity stimulation with each of the six different taste stimuli without regards to staining intensity. There was not a significant difference between any of the taste stimuli in the (A) PBN, (B) LC, and (C) Me5.
Figure 4-11. Average Number of *C-fos* Counted in Each of the Eight PBN Subnuclei for Each Taste Stimulus.

**Notes:** The average total number of *c-fos* positive nuclei counted following taste reactivity stimulation with each of the six different taste stimuli without regards to staining intensity. The only subnucleus where a significant difference was found was the DL. *P*< 0.05.
Figure 4-12. Average Number of C-fos Counted in DL Subnucleus in the PBN for Each Taste Stimulus.

Notes: The average total number of c-fos positive nuclei counted following taste reactivity stimulation with each of the six different taste stimuli in the DL subnucleus. Quinine elicited significantly less c-fos positive nuclei than water in the DL subnucleus. *P< 0.05.
Figure 4-13. The Amount of C-fos Expression in the Caudal, Intermediate, and Rostral Levels of Each of the Eight PBN Subnuclei.

Notes: (A) None of the taste stimuli elicited a significantly different number of c-fos positive nuclei in any of the eight subnuclei in the caudal portion of the PBN. This graph does show trends emerging, such as quinine eliciting more c-fos positive nuclei in the DM subnucleus compared to the rest of the stimuli and sucrose eliciting more c-fos positive nuclei in the medial subnucleus compared to the rest of the stimuli in the caudal portion of the PBN. (B) Water elicits significantly more c-fos positive nuclei in the DL subnucleus than quinine in the intermediate portion of the PBN. This graph also shows a trend emerging in which quinine elicits more c-fos positive nuclei in the DM compared to the other taste stimuli. (C) This graph shows trends emerging in which quinine elicits more c-fos positive nuclei in the VL and EL compared to water and quinine, and both sucrose and quinine eliciting more c-fos positive nuclei in the EL and CL subnucleus compared to water in the rostral portion of the PBN.
Figure 4-14. The Amount of C-fos Expression in the Intermediate Level DL Subnucleus in the PBN.

Notes: Water elicited significantly more c-fos positive nuclei than quinine did in the DL subnucleus in the PBN. *P< 0.05.
Figure 4-15. The Amount of C-fos Expression in the Rostral Level (A) Waist Area and (B) CL subnucleus and the (C) DL Subnucleus in the PBN.

Notes: (A) Saccharin elicited significantly more c-fos positive nuclei than both water and sucrose did in the waist region of the PBN. (B) The six taste stimuli elicited significantly different amounts of c-fos in the CL subnucleus of the PBN. (C) Quinine produced significantly less c-fos positive nuclei than quinine did in the DL subnucleus of the PBN. *P< 0.05.
Discussion

When investigating the neuroanatomical organization of a particular brain area, certain tools can be utilized to discover which neurons are being activated or affected by a particular stimulus. In the taste field, one tool that has been used in many studies is the marker c-fos to visualize which neurons in the specific brain regions are being modified in response to a particular taste stimulus (Hashimoto et al., 2009; Shimura, Tokita, & Yamamoto, 2002; Tokita, Armstrong, St John, & Boughter, 2014; Travers et al., 2007; Yamamoto & Sawa, 2000; Yamamoto et al., 1993; Yamamoto et al., 2009). In the studies presented here, c-fos immunochemistry was utilized to visualize these taste-related activation patterns.

In order to investigate the response of neurons in the PBN of mice to sweet, umami, and bitter stimuli, we stimulated mice via implanted intra-oral cannulas and connected the end of it to a pump to administer taste stimuli in a manner that produces forceful ingestion. After the behavioral test was completed, the animals were sacrificed and brain tissue was processed immunohistochemically for the marker c-fos. Then the tissue was photographed, PBN subnuclei delineated, and then the c-fos positive nuclei within the PBN were counted in the response to DI water, sweet, umami, and bitter stimuli. After finding only a small percentage of significant differences between the right and left side of the PBN (10%), LC (16.7%), and Me5 (0%), the number of c-fos positive nuclei counted in both sides of each slice for a particular animal were then added together and averaged. A similar method was used in another study where there were no differences found between the two sides of the PBN following intra-oral stimulation (Anseloni, Ren, Dubner, & Ennis, 2005). The small amount of differences between the two sides of the brain that were found in this study may reflect some variation among mice but was not deemed to be overly concerning due to the low incidence. As a control, c-fos positive nuclei were also counted in the LC and the Me5 regions near the PBN, which are not related to taste, and found that there was no difference between the number of c-fos positive nuclei in these two areas between all of the groups.

I hypothesized that the different taste stimuli would elicit different patterns of c-fos positive nuclei in the PBN. More specifically, the sucrose and MPG+IMP+10 µM amil synergistic mixture would elicit similar patterns of c-fos positive nuclei that would be more robust than the patterns for MPG and saccharin and that quinine would produce an entirely different pattern from the other taste stimuli tested. There were no significant differences found between the number of total c-fos positive nuclei elicited by the individual stimuli in the PBN (Figure 4-10), but when the c-fos counts were considered within each subnucleus, QHCl elicited significantly less c-fos positive nuclei in the DL subnucleus (Figure 4-12). This finding confirms an earlier study performed in the lab of Dr. Boughter (Tokita et al., 2014). The DL subnucleus has been previously suggested to be involved in ingestion in rats (Yamamoto et al., 1994), so the finding of quinine-elicited c-fos in this region may be due to forced consumption through the intra-oral cannula, even if they immediately spit out a lot of this stimulus during testing. Also, when rats consumed a familiar stimulus, a large increase in the amount of c-fos was found in the DL subnucleus, compared to when they had never had the stimulus. This
may explain why the mice stimulated with DI water showed a trend of having a higher amount of c-fos positive nuclei in the DL subnucleus compared to the rest of the taste stimuli, since the mice were stimulated with DI water twice in the two preceding days before the test day (Yamamoto et al., 2009).

Further analysis of the PBN showed that when the c-fos counts were separated into three portions: caudal, intermediate, and rostral levels (Figure 4-13) subtler differences between the taste stimuli were observed. There were still no differences found between any of the subnuclei in the caudal region, but differences were found in the intermediate and rostral portions of the PBN. QHCl elicited significantly less c-fos positive nuclei at both the intermediate and rostral levels of the DL (Figures 4-13B and C; Figure 4-14; Figure 4-15C). This demonstrated that the decrease in quinine-elicted c-fos positive nuclei occurred in the entire DL subnucleus. In the rostral portion of the waist area (BC), there was an increase in the number of c-fos positive nuclei observed with all of the taste stimuli compared to water, however, saccharin elicited significantly more c-fos positive nuclei than either sucrose or water (Figure 4-15A). At this level, the BC contains both taste and visceral neurons (Karimnamazi, Travers, & Travers, 2002), so the increase of c-fos positive nuclei could be a combination of both taste and visceral induced c-fos positive nuclei from consuming the taste stimuli. There was a significant difference in the number of c-fos positive nuclei elicited in the CL in response to the different taste stimuli (Figure 4-15B). In contrast to the BC, the CL subnucleus in rats has been indicated as an area in which pain and inflammation can induce an increase in c-fos positive nuclei in the CL. (Bellavance & Beitz, 1996). It is possible that inflammation and/or pain from the intra-oral cannula or from the sensation of fluid moving through the cannula and into the mouth could have influenced the level of c-fos positive nuclei in this particular area. In the current study only 5 days elapsed before testing instead of 7 days, as was done in some previous studies in hamsters and rats (Brining et al., 1991; Grill & Norgren, 1978a). In addition, the introduction of novel taste stimuli could have caused a sympathetic response in the mice, which in turn produced these increases in the c-fos expression in the CL subnucleus (Davern, 2014). It has been found previously in rats that sweet stimuli elicit c-fos in the CL subnucleus (Bureš, Bermudez-Rattoni, & Yamamoto, 1998). Although I did replicate the finding of a significantly decreased level of c-fos positive nuclei in response to QHCl in the DL subnucleus, this study did not find as many differences as the previous study performed in our lab in mice and also quantified a greater amount of c-fos positive cells in the PBN subnuclei (Tokita et al., 2014). As was observed in rats, I did not observe specific taste maps for each different taste stimulus similar to a previous study by Yamamoto et al., using rats (Yamamoto et al., 1994). This could be due to many factors. First, the number of animals within a few of the groups were probably too small to reveal subtle differences, compounded by the fact that there was good evidence for a high level of animal-to-animal variability in c-fos expression in general (Bures, 1998). Secondly, there may be a species difference in c-fos expression in the PBN subnuclei between rats and mice. Thirdly, there were differences between the stimulus concentrations and flow rate used. Lastly, the length of time the stimulation occurred (15 minutes vs. 20 minutes) was longer, potentially causing more neurons to be activated. The final difference, and perhaps the greatest was the differences in staining technique, with the DAB allowing for a more defined imaging vs. fluorescent...
immunohistochemistry, for the total number of neurons, subnuclear differentiation, and intensity of the c-fos positive nuclei that were counted.

The subnuclei (BC, DL, and CL) where c-fos positive nuclei differences were located are areas that have been found to be involved in processing both taste and visceral information (Halsell & Travers, 1997; Herbert et al., 1990; Karimnamazi et al., 2002). Using an intra-oral cannula connected to a pump to produce a consistent level of taste stimulation forces the mice to consume taste stimuli in possibly larger quantities then they would naturally (especially in the case of aversive stimuli) and not only activates the taste receptors in the mouth but also results in visceral activation (Tokita et al., 2014; Yamamoto & Sawa, 2000). Yamamoto compared intra-oral and intragastric c-fos in rats elicited by sweet and bitter stimuli and found that there was a portion of the c-fos that was elicited by taste, but it is just not possible to tell which portions are contributed by each in this experiment (Yamamoto & Sawa, 2000). Additional c-fos activation may be caused by the pain, cardiovascular and respiratory systems (Dawid Milner et al., 2003; Hermanson & Blomqvist, 1997). The DL and CL subnuclei are innervated by the afferent projections from pain-responding neurons in the spinal dorsal horn (Cechetto, Standaert, & Saper, 1985; Slugg & Light, 1994). Formalin injections into the lip of rats have been found to produce c-fos in the CL and DL subnuclei (Hermanson & Blomqvist, 1997). There was a trend of an increase in c-fos in the right side of the CL subnucleus in the PBN (where the cannula was placed) compared to the left side in all of the groups except for water, although this difference was not significant. Also, electrical stimulation in the lateral PBN subnuclei produces changes in cardiorespiratory responses in rats (Dawid Milner et al., 2003).

In electrophysiological experiments performed in mice, taste neurons found responsive to only oral stimulation have been found in a few subnuclei, consisting of the caudal waist region and rostral portions of the M, VL, and EL subnuclei (Tokita & Boughter, 2012; Tokita et al., 2012). An anatomical study also found retrogradely labeled cells in the same subnuclei after injection with wheat germ agglutinin–conjugated horseradish peroxidase into the taste portion of the thalamus (Hashimoto et al., 2009). It is possible that the CL and DL subnuclei do contain some taste neurons, but they have not been thoroughly explored yet electrophysiologically, and the small size of these subnuclei may make it hard to record from them. However, one study in hamsters did not find taste activity in the DL and CL subnuclei (Halsell & Frank, 1991).

The tissue used to delineate the subnuclei had each individual section counted and was then visually examined by first comparing sections from a similar level in the intermediate PBN in all of the six different taste stimuli, which displayed a similar c-fos pattern in the sucrose, saccharin, and MPG+IMP-stimulated animals, and a more intense and widespread c-fos pattern in the quinine-stimulated animals (Figure 4-3). Next, the slices were used to produce 3D reconstructions of an individual animal for each of the six taste stimuli. In order to make sure the brain sections of the PBN were stacked on top of each other properly, a three-dimensional model was created by scanning sections from the Paxinos Brain Atlas containing the portion of the PBN quantified in this study. Creating the three-dimensional images of the PBN gave a better idea of the relation of the
c-fos positive nuclei to each other throughout the subnuclei and has the potential to give the investigator other ways to find differences between stimuli instead of just looking at increases or decreases in c-fos positive nuclei numbers. These figures seemed to better illustrate the subtle differences between the taste stimuli, compared to the two-dimensional slices shown in Figure 4-3. This method, may, in fact, represent a better way to quantify all of this data. However, the 3D reconstruction is also time- and labor-intensive, relying on a shared facility. Moreover, ways to quantify meaningful variation in parameters like cell spacing or density would need to be developed, as well as a method to merge all of the images so it is easier to compare the different stimuli. Two previous studies have utilized this method in the NST. One used the software Matlab, which requires programming expertise (Kwak et al., 2015), and the other used a French software called Free-D, which was found to not be user-friendly (Schwarz et al., 2010). The study using Matlab created three-dimensional images, but the analysis was still performed on two-dimensional sections, similar to the current study. In the future, the best option would be to obtain training on using the Free-D software and use it to create three-dimensional models of averages of all of the animals stimulated in each group, to account for the inter-animal variability, and analyze density maps of the c-fos positive nuclei in the different areas of the PBN. If there is indeed no difference between the stimuli in the three-dimensional images, then it is possible that the c-fos protein is not sensitive enough to elucidate differential maps according to taste stimuli in this brain area. Still, the potential for uncovering subtle variation in expression using 3D analysis makes this method attractive for future studies in the gustatory system.

Overall, this study did not find differences in taste specific subnuclei in terms of differential c-fos expression produced by water, sweet, umami, and bitter stimuli. There was also no evidence of synergistic effects, similar to the taste reactivity behavior shown in Chapter 3 – in other words, MPG+IMP did not elicit more c-fos positive nuclei compared to MPG individually. This non-effect in terms of c-fos expression may in part reflect limitations of using the c-fos technique itself, such as the fact that transcription of the c-fos protein is only indicative of a response in the cell to a stimulus, but not the strength of the stimulus. Nor does it reflect whether the stimulus exposure was long enough to induce c-fos since electrophysiology of a neuron does not always parallel c-fos production (Fenelon, Poulain, & Theodosis, 1993). Also, there could be taste responses in cells that do not produce the c-fos protein, i.e. parts of the stimulus response that are not being seen when only examining c-fos positive nuclei (Kaufman, 2005). Lastly, since the PBN is involved in so many different functions, some of the c-fos positive nuclei found in this study could be a result of some other accidental stimulus besides taste, i.e. ingestion, which could make it hard to see a difference.
The experiments described in the previous chapters were focused on determining if there were similarities between how B6 mice behaviorally perceive sweet and umami taste in B6 mice, and whether these stimuli had similar neuroanatomical substrates. The taste reactivity and two-bottle preference tests were designed to investigate the palatability and preference of a taste stimulus by evaluating behaviors (consumption and facial reactions) in response to administration. In the experiments in this dissertation, I used both behavioral and neuroanatomical methods to compare a variety of taste stimuli. The taste of umami has been studied the least out of the five basic taste qualities and the majority of studies that have been performed have used rats as subjects, rather than mice.

Prior electrophysiological studies performed in our lab found that the response of isolated gustatory neurons in the PBN to MPG+IMP was very similar to the response to sucrose (Tokita & Boughter, 2012; Tokita et al., 2012). This finding, combined with other evidence stated previously in Chapter 1, seemed to indicate that sweet and synergistic umami mixtures are perceived as similar in mice, even though they exhibit completely different taste qualities to humans. I hypothesized, therefore, that sweet and umami mixture stimuli would produce similar c-fos expression patterns in B6 mice, and that these patterns would also be different from both bitter stimuli and water.

As a previous study from this laboratory assessed taste response to these stimuli using a CTA licking task, I sought to extend the understanding of the behavioral dimensions of sweet and umami stimuli by measuring preference and consumption- this approach should yield hedonic parameters such as avidity and aversion. I found that B6 mice prefer (to water) all of the umami and sweet compounds that were tested, but preferred and consumed the synergistic mixture of MSG+IMP the most out of all of the umami stimuli, and preferred and consumed this umami compound to almost the same level as they preferred the higher concentration of sucrose. This finding agreed with a prior study on preference for sweet stimuli, MSG, and IMP (Bachmanov, Tordoff, & Beauchamp, 2001). I also replicated earlier work showing that B6 mice strongly avoid (and do not consume) quinine (Tordoff, 2007). Moreover, these results also revealed a species difference between mice and rats in regards to preference for umami stimuli. Mice seem to prefer MSG and MPG more and at higher concentrations than do rats (Grill & Flynn, 1987; Miura et al., 2014).

A second behavioral test (taste reactivity) was used to gain insights into the apparent behavioral similarity between sweet and synergistic umami stimuli. Here, however, after examining overall taste reactivity using sweet, umami, and bitter stimuli, along with water, I found that only quinine produced a distinct variety of behaviors among the set of the stimuli. Even though the sweet and umami stimuli appeared to be of similar palatability as indicated by the taste reactivity behaviors elicited, they were not significantly different from water. Interestingly, analyzing the data in a time-dependent manner did reveal some noticeable differences between the sweet and umami taste reactivity elicited behaviors, and between the bitter elicited taste reactivity behaviors and
the rest of the taste stimuli. These results indicate that measuring taste reactivity in mice shows a clear aversive phenotype for bitter stimuli; this is a useful consideration for neuroanatomical studies, which rely on forced, intra-oral simulation, as voluntary consumption would produce differential amounts of taste receptor stimulation, which would produce a confound in terms of measuring an activity-dependent marker like c-fos.

There were several important limitations to the taste reactivity behavioral approach. One was that the size and natural behaviors of the mice seemed to preclude observation of some of the taste reactivity behaviors (lateral tongue protrusions, tongue protrusions, gaping, and paw pushing) that have been quantified in rats previously. These behaviors may be very important in seeing differences or similarities between taste stimuli. Secondly, the dark pigment in B6 mice also made it difficult to see mouth movements. It is possible that these limitations could be overcome with video acquisition that has higher resolution than I used, or with electromyography from orofacial musculature. Other behavioral tests such as an operant conditioning-based stimulus discrimination approach could also provide insight into how mice perceive umami stimuli, especially as it is currently suspected that their perception of this taste quality is not as distinct as in humans.

The second focus of this study was to examine c-fos expression in the PBN, an important relay in the taste pathway, following intra-oral cannula stimulation with sweet, bitter, and umami stimuli along with water. I also wanted to use some of the tissue to create three-dimensional c-fos maps in the PBN, to see if this type of reconstruction or visualization of cellular expression data would allow for additional insight. I quantified c-fos positive nuclei in in all eight of the subnuclei in the PBN in 5-7 sections containing rostral, intermediate, and caudal portions of the PBN: DM, M, VL, DL, waist, EM, EL, and CL. In summary, I only found differences in the entire DL subnucleus, the intermediate level of the DL subnucleus, and the rostral levels of the waist, DL, and CL subnuclei. The decrease seen in c-fos positive cells in the DL subnucleus after QHCl stimulation relative to other stimuli was also seen previously in a separate study performed in our lab (Tokita et al., 2014). One interesting finding was an increase in c-fos positive cells in the DL subnucleus in the water group. This may be due to mice considering water as a familiar stimulus since higher levels of c-fos were found previously in rats after consuming a familiar stimulus and not when consuming a novel one (Yamamoto et al., 2009). In comparison to the 2D level-specific counts, the three-dimensional c-fos maps I created may afford a better representation of the overall c-fos pattern, leading to insights into subtle variation among stimuli.

There were several limitations to the c-fos study. The first is the c-fos technique itself. There was variability between c-fos levels in animals within the same stimulus group. This variability may occlude finding significant differences in expression between taste qualities. Also, even though this technique is a high-throughput way of characterizing cells throughout the entire brain that responded to a stimulus at a particular point in time, finding c-fos positive nuclei is only an indication of whether a cell was activated or not, but does not yield information about the strength of the response, or if there were activated cells that do not produce the c-fos protein in response to stimuli. It is
possible that in this manner critical information may be missed. Also, it is possible that the timing of collection of the c-fos data (2 hours after taste stimulation) may have produced more visceral-evoked c-fos in this study. An experiment varying the length of perfusion time from 1 hour to 2 hours after testing might reveal if the timing is indeed an issue in terms of the number/location of c-fos positive nuclei. Finally, the behavioral technique used in this study to produce taste stimulation, taste reactivity, may also be a limitation. This technique requires a surgery to implant the intra-oral cannula into the mouth, which is then used to introduce taste stimuli into the oral cavity. It is possible that this method of taste stimulation although necessary for adequate stimulation especially with aversive compounds, may induce non-gustatory c-fos expression, such as that produced by pain from the surgical site, stress from forced consumption, or post-ingestive factors from the same. Of the three portions of the PBN that we saw differences in, two subnuclei (DL and CL) have not been implicated in taste, but instead in visceral processes in addition to taste (Dawid Milner et al., 2003; Hermanson & Blomqvist, 1997; Yamamoto & Sawa, 2000). Future studies could be performed to parse out some of these other functions of the PBN, including expression that is non-gustatory in nature. Other behavioral techniques could be included such as lick assays for preferred stimuli, or stomach gavage for estimating visceral-only stimulation. In addition, labeling for both c-fos and another immediate early gene, such as Egr-1 or arg 3.1, and labeling mRNA instead of the c-fos protein may help to get a better picture of the events occurring in response to taste stimuli.

In conclusion, it was first hypothesized that sweet and umami stimuli (especially the synergistic mixtures) would be preferred at a similar level and elicit similar levels and kinds of taste reactivity behaviors. The results from these two behavioral experiments showed this hypothesis to be partially correct. The first experiment showed that B6 mice do highly prefer the sweet (sucrose and saccharin) and umami stimuli (MSG, MPG, and synergistic mixtures of both with IMP). The most striking example of this is that both 0.3 M MSG+amil and the synergistic mixture of 0.3 M MSG+IMP+amil are both consumed at the same high level as 0.1 M sucrose. The second experiment, however, did not support the hypothesis since the results indicated that the major difference found in taste reactivity behavior was between five of the taste stimuli (sucrose, saccharin, MPG+amil, MPG+IMP+amil, and water) and the bitter stimulus, QHCl. The second hypothesis was that sweet and umami stimuli would produce similar patterns of c-fos activation in the PBN of B6 mice, and the other stimuli would produce different patterns of c-fos activation. Overall, there was only one difference between all of the PBN subnuclei and that was in response to QHCl. When the subnuclei were divided into three different portions there were only three rostral subnuclei in the PBN that differences were found in. All of these areas have been previously found to be involved in both taste and visceral processes, so it is difficult to tell exactly what produced these differences. Therefore, these results did not support the hypothesis.
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